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Abstract
Ireland’s Great Famine (1845-1852) was a painful and defining moment in Irish history,
with a lasting memory. The devastation of those seven years, which saw the death of over one
million from starvation and disease and the emigration of one million more, has been passed
down through Ireland’s rich tradition of history and folklore. County Kerry, in the southwest of
Ireland, was particularly hard hit by the Famine, due to its reliance on the potato crop and its
isolation from the rest of Ireland. Even more isolated were Ireland’s islands, and this isolation
had varying effects. This thesis proposes a comparison of Famine experience, folk memory, and
landscape between mainland Cahersiveen and Valentia Island, Co. Kerry, and how islandness
played a role in how these two places experienced and remember the Great Famine. This
comparison is based on semi-structured interviews with local residents of Cahersiveen and
Valentia Island and primary source documents collected from the Cahersiveen Library, the
Valentia Island Heritage Centre, the Kerry County Library in Tralee, and the National Archives
in Dublin. In the case of Valentia Island, islandness supported the pre-existing conditions such as
alternate sources of food and employment and a benevolent landlord during the Famine, resulting
in less severe conditions and a more positive folk memory.
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Epigraph
Islands possess their own particular beauty and Grosse Île is no exception. But Grosse Île—
Oileán na nGael—L'Île des Irlandais—is special. I believe that even those coming to this
beautiful island knowing nothing of the tragedy which occurred here, would sense its difference.
I am certain that no one knowing the story could remain unaffected.
—President Mary Robinson at Grosse Île, August 21, 1994

It was a tragic necessity that the Irish should remember it; but it was far more tragic that the
English forgot it.
—G. K. Chesterton on the Great Famine
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Chapter One: Introduction and Methodology
Introduction
This thesis explores the “islandness” and memory of Ireland’s Great Famine (1845-1852)
through the comparison of two locations on South Kerry’s Iveragh Peninsula: Cahersiveen and
Valentia Island. These two places, separated by only a kilometre of water, are both rich and
diverse in their Famine histories. These stories are reflected both in the local folklore and the
local landscape. Valentia’s Famine story and memory, in particular, is entwined with its
islandness. Its island geography has shaped its economy, its society, and its history. Valentia’s
islandness has made its story a very different one from some other Irish islands and distinguishes
its Famine story from the mainland. Cahersiveen, located on the relative mainland of Ireland, has
a Famine history and memory that is much more similar to the rest of Ireland. Its islandness, and
thereby Ireland’s islandness, are more implicit than Valentia’s with regards to the Famine.
Nevertheless, the fact that Ireland is an island must not be discounted. Much of Irish history can
be related to its island geography and colonial status. Nor are Ireland and Valentia self-contained
islands. Instead, they form two distinct and important archipelagos: an Irish archipelago, which
includes Ireland and the small islands off its coasts, and a larger British/Atlantic archipelago,
which includes Ireland and Britain. Each of these archipelagos is characterized by power
relationships between and among the islands, with varying degrees of control and dominion.
These relationships have in turn shaped the history of the islands, creating distinctive identities
and histories.
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Figure 1.1 Map of Ireland. Cahersiveen is denoted by the star, Valentia Island by the arrow.
(Source: www.osi.ie)
There are a great number of primary sources available which, when pieced together,
create a picture of what Cahersiveen and Valentia were like during the Famine. Likewise, the
landscape in both areas is readily available and provides a window into the past, especially when
one knows what to look for. What has not been done, until now, is to look at what we know
about this history and the marks of the Famine on the local landscape through the lens of
islandness and memory. By framing the Famine history and landscape of Cahersiveen and
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Valentia Island through these two concepts, much can be learned about local Famine memory,
what has persisted and what has not, and the role which islandness has played in shaping both
history and memory.
This methodological framework will be outlined in detail in the following section, along
with a review of some of the important literature upon which this thesis draws. Chapter Two
provides a survey of Irish history from the beginning of human dwelling on the island, paying
particular attention to the waves of invaders who have shaped both Irish history and Irish identity
and the creation of the land and tenant conditions, which contributed to the suffering and
devastation during the Famine. Chapter Three looks at the Famine years in Ireland, the response
of the British government to the crisis, and at the folklore that has emerged from that period.
Chapter Four narrows the focus and looks at the conditions in Cahersiveen during the Famine,
investigates the actions of local relief officials and policies, and describes the post-Famine
folklore and landscape in the area. Chapter Five looks at Valentia Island’s Famine experience,
showing the impact of local relief, the role of a local champion and how islandness strengthened
an independent and resourceful society. Chapter Six explores the aftermath and consequences of
the Famine in both places, both in the short and long term, and how the landscape and memory
of these two locations has developed and been shaped by the Famine. Finally, chapter Seven
examines the Famine’s impact nationally and internationally with respect to memory,
commemoration, and Ireland’s colonial and post-colonial legacy.
Conceptual Frameworks
This thesis investigates Famine experience through the lens of islandness and island
identity, by looking at how it has been captured—in people’s memories and on the landscape—
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in two locations: Cahersiveen on mainland Ireland and on Valentia Island, just off the southwest
coast. Here, local Famine history and landscape have been shaped by islandness which has, in
turn, formed the memory of the Famine, a phenomenon not only present in the consciousness of
the people, but which is reflected in the landscape as well.
Islandness
Islandness is defined by Philip Conkling as “a metaphysical sensation that derives from
the heightened experience that accompanies physical isolation.”1 Borrowing from the field of
biology, Godfrey Baldacchino has called it “the island effect,” whereby the features of islands
affect the islanders who live on them.2 As Conkling writes, “islandness is a sense that is absorbed
by islanders through the obstinate and tenacious hold of island communities… [and] thus helps
maintain island communities in spite of daunting economic pressures to abandon them.”3 This
resilience inherent in islands and islanders alike is especially apparent when comparing the
Famine experiences and memories of Valentia Island and mainland Cahersiveen. Baldacchino
writes, “Island geography tends toward isolation; island history, on the other hand, tends towards
contact.”4 This is evident in looking at Valentia Island’s history and development by the
centuries-long Fitzgerald knighthood, outsiders who took ownership of the island and cultivated
its land and industries, and its separation from Cahersiveen and the mainland of the Iveragh
Peninsula, giving it a space and identity of its own. This island paradox of being both bounded
and connected is highlighted in Valentia Island’s history.

1

Philip Conkling, “On Islanders and Islandness.” Geographical Review 97 (2007): 191.
Andrew Berry, “Evolution on Islands,” in A World of Islands: An Island Studies Reader, ed. Godfrey Baldacchino
(Charlottetown: Institute of Island Studies, 2007), 168-172; Godfrey Baldacchino, “Introducing a World of Islands,”
in A World of Islands: An Island Studies Reader, ed. Godfrey Baldacchino (Charlottetown: Institute of Island
Studies, 2007), 2.
3
Conkling, 191.
4
Baldacchino, 5.
2

5

Though islands have traditionally been thought of as insular and vulnerable places, there
is much evidence to the contrary. Royle and Brinklow write:
Islanders the world over have demonstrated time and time again an innate
strength, independence and resourcefulness in response to externally caused
crises: thinking of islands as insular is fast being replaced by seeing them as
adaptable and resilient: mostly out of necessity, but also out of fleeting
opportunity.5
Valentia Island provides an excellent example of this islander resilience through the
cultivation of alternate sources of food and employment and the role diffusion to support these.
There is also evidence of what Conkling calls “‘lifeboat ethics’; where the sense of islanders’
individual fates is intimately and inextricably tied up with those with whom they are cast and
with whom they have (almost) no choice to accept, since all succeed or fail together”.6 This
sense of community and the power of social ties on Valentia Island helped to insulate the
islanders from the disintegration of social structures and values that are often observed in periods
of starvation and famine.
Island spaces are often portrayed as paradoxes and as binaries: prison or paradise,
vulnerable or self-sufficient, property to be conquered or independently separate. McCusker and
Soares write, “Historically, the island was considered an ideal locale, or even a laboratory, in
which to materialize the colonial will, free from undesirable alien influences emanating from the
outside.”7 Valentia Island is no exception to this historical trend. As will be discussed in detail
in Chapter Four, the “colonial will” of a second dynasty, the Knight of Kerry, would be
exercised in the form of a prosperous slate quarry, keeping the “undesirable alien influence” of

5

Stephen A. Royle and Laurie Brinklow, “Foundations of Islands and Island Life,” in Routledge International
Handbook of Island Studies (in press), 18.
6
Conkling, 198.
7
Maeve McCusker and Anthony Soares, “Introduction,” in Islanded Identities: Constructions of Postcolonial
Cultural Insularity, ed. Maeve McCusker and Anthony Soares (New York: Rodopi Press, 2011), xi.
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the Famine somewhat at bay.8 For islands, with their defined yet porous boundaries, it seems
crucial to their success that the good be let in and the bad be kept out.
The fact that Valentia Island is an island off a larger island must not be ignored. Indeed, it
can be said that Ireland and Valentia find themselves as part of two archipelagos: that of an Irish
archipelago encompassing Ireland, Valentia, the Blasket Islands, the Aran Islands, etc., and that
of a larger archipelago of the British Isles. Stratford et al. describe these archipelagos as
“…island constellations [which] have been convenient stepping stones of dominion…”9 Valentia
Island is one of these stepping stones, an island off an island under a colonial power, but at the
same time its own dominion, governed almost entirely by a single and independent colonial
power, the Knight of Kerry.
Memory
Ian McBride writes, “For national communities, as for individuals, there can be no sense
of identity without remembering.” McBride cites French philosopher and historian Ernest
Renan’s lecture “What is a nation?,” delivered at the Sorbonne in 1882, where Renan argued that
communal memory was an essential component of a nation, more important even than language,
religion, race, or geography. This “cult of ancestors, a shared heritage of glorious triumphs and
common suffering,” is coupled with an equally important aspect of memory: the forgetting of
that which does not fit a particular historical narrative.10 This is highlighted in the comparison of
Cahersiveen and Valentia Island, two places located only a kilometre apart and yet which have
both dramatically different Famine histories and Famine memories. As discussed previously,
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Ibid, xi.
Elaine Stratford et al., “Envisioning the Archipelago.” Island Studies Journal 6 (2011): 120.
10
Ian McBride, “Memory and National Identity in Modern Ireland,” in History and Memory in Modern Ireland, ed.
Ian McBride (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 1.
9
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islandness has the ability to heighten the experience and the sensations of those living on the
island, creating a distinctive island identity and Famine memory on Valentia Island.
In his essay on Famine memory, Niall Ó Ciosáin identifies two important and distinct
kinds of memory. The first is that memory is individual; it consists of the “recollection of an
individual, usually of events through which that person has lived.”11 These memories are
generally collected by interviews and, because they are highly individual and therefore
subjective, yield what Ó Ciosáin calls “microhistories.”12 The second way of looking at memory
is as “social representation” that “studies the frameworks in which collectivities construct,
embody and renew their shared sense of the past.”13 This collective memory is typically
represented in public commemorations and monuments, but especially, although perhaps less
ostentatiously, in the landscape. It is in the landscape that the purest histories and memories can
be found, unbound by political or social agendas. Yet, as much of a window to the past as the
landscape provides, it is often peripheral to the consciousness of those surrounded by it. Its
memories are both readily accessible and easily overlooked. Barry Lopez writes of geography as
a “shaping force,” one which molds the consciousnesses and identities of those surrounded by it.
He writes:
If you’re intimate with a place, a place with whose history you’re familiar, and
you establish an ethical conversation with it, the implication that follows is this:
the place knows you’re there. It feels you. You will not be forgotten, cut off,
abandoned.14
This reciprocal relationship between person and place is a beautiful and poignant
representation of the power of history and memory in Ireland. Because the history and its
11

Niall Ó Ciosáin, “Famine Memory and the Popular Representation of Scarcity,” in History and Memory in
Modern Ireland, ed. Ian McBride (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 95.
12
Ibid, 95.
13
Ibid, 95.
14
Barry Lopez, “A Literature of Place.” US Society & Values (1996): 11.
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memory are so deeply ingrained in the landscape, it feels very close at hand, despite the passing
of time. It is also something that becomes heightened, as size decreases and boundedness is more
apparent, as on a small island.
Research Questions
Through the frameworks of islandness and memory, this thesis investigates how
Cahersiveen and Valentia experienced the Famine and how islandness contributed to this
experience by exploring how local Famine history has been passed down and remembered and
how this history and its memory are evident in the landscape. What are the differences between
the two geographical areas, one an island and one not? What are the factors of islandness that can
be attributed to the differences?
Literature Review
The understanding of the concepts of islandness and island identity and how they act
upon islanders are critical to this thesis and thus so is the work done by island studies scholars
such as Godfrey Baldacchino, Philip Conkling, Maeve McCusker, Anthony Soares, and Pete
Hay.15 That Ireland is an island unto itself and that Valentia Island is a part of a larger Irish
archipelago must also be recognized. Elaine Stratford et al’s article “Envisioning the
Archipelago” is an essential resource in understanding this relationship among islands in an
archipelago and the power imbalances associated with this relationship.16
Ian McBride’s work on the connection between historical memory and national identity
in Ireland provides a stepping stone into a more specific focus on Famine memory on the Iveragh
Peninsula and its links with islandness and island identity. The work of French philosophers
15
16

Baldacchino, 1-29; Conkling, 191-201; McCusker & Soares, xi-xxviii.
Stratford et al., 113-130.
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Pierre Nora and Ernest Renan also help to complement the understanding of how historical
events are constructed and framed in such a way that reinforces a particular narrative and
identity.17 Niall Ó Ciosáin’s work on Famine memory helps to sift through the substantial body
of Famine folklore and determine which memories are rooted in fact and which have been
embellished or fabricated to fit a politically or socially motivated Famine storyline. 18
Before attempting to understand Famine memory and what motivates and sustains it, it is
first important to have a solid grounding in both Irish history preceding the Famine as well as the
Famine itself. Robert Kee’s Ireland: A History and Neil Hegarty’s The Story of Ireland provide
such a foundation from a well-rounded perspective, that is, neither favouring a nationalist nor
loyalist narrative.19 Crowley, Smyth, and Murphy’s Atlas of the Great Irish Famine provides
geographical, population, and emigration data, statistics, and maps which provide a quantitative
understanding of the Famine and its impacts in Ireland and in South Kerry.20 From a Famine
folklore perspective, this thesis would be incomplete without referencing Cathal Póirtéir’s
Famine Echoes, as well as the original Irish Folklore Commission’s Schools’ Collections upon
which Póirtéir’s book draws.21
Within the scope of Irish history and Famine history are the key components of the
landlord, the land agent or middleman, and the tenant. The relationship between the three is
complex and though popularly painted as simplistic, in black and white, and as good versus evil,
the reality is decidedly more complex. Terence A.M. Dooley’s chapter on “Estate Ownership and
17

McBride, 1, 41-42.
Ó Ciosáin, 95-117.
19
Robert Kee, Ireland: A History (London: Abacus, 1995); Neil Hegarty, The Story of Ireland: A History of the
Irish People (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2011).
20
John Crowley, William J. Smyth, Mike Murphy, Atlas of the Great Irish Famine (New York: New York
University Press, 2012).
21
Cathal Póirtéir, Famine Echoes (Dublin: Gill & MacMillan, 1995); Irish Folklore Commission, Famine Folklore
(Dublin, Ireland: Irish Folklore Commission, n.d).
18
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Management in Nineteenth- and Early Twentieth-Century Ireland” and Gale E. Christianson’s
article on “Secret Societies and Agrarian Violence in Ireland, 1790-1840” provide insight into
the land conditions, issues, and the roles played by landlord, agent, and tenant in pre-Famine
Ireland.22 Jonathan Bardon’s A History of Ultster and John Knightly’s account of the Godfrey
estate in Milltown, Co. Kerry, show the power of individual landlords and the effects they had in
mitigating the Famine.23 Comparatively, accounts of the Lansdowne estate in Kenmare, Co.
Kerry and Inishark and Inishbofin Islands, Co. Galway, show the effects of “improving
landlords” on both mainland and island spaces, that were much more malign than those in either
Milltown or Valentia in terms of their impacts on the local population.24
Famine history and memory is not solely contained in the individual and collective
consciousness of the people but is equally represented, if not more so, in the landscape of
Ireland. Though this representation is often clearest in monuments and memorials, even the roads
and fields of rural Ireland hold the memories of the past within their stones. Alexandra Walsham
writes, “[the landscape] is a surface onto which cultures project their deepest concerns and
recurring obsessions, a medal struck in the image of their mental structures.”25 Barry Lopez’s “A
Literature of Place” intertwines person and place, “…tak[ing] into account the impact nature and
place have on culture…”26 Emily Mark-Fitzgerald’s Commemorating the Irish Famine:

22

Terence A.M. Dooley, “Estate Ownership and Management in Early Nineteenth- and Early Twentieth Century
Ireland,” in Sources for the History of Landed Estates in Ireland, ed. T. Dooley (Dublin: Irish Academic Press,
2000), 3-16; Gale E. Christianson, “Secret Societies and Agrarian Violence in Ireland, 1790-1840.” Agricultural
History 46(3) (1972): 369-384.
23
Jonathan Bardon, A History of Ulster (Belfast: The Blackstaff Press, 1992); John Knightly, “The Godfrey Estate
during the Great Famine.” (n.d.): http://www.kerryhistory.ie/documents/5.%20godfrey.pdf, 125-153.
24
Gerard J. Lyne, The Lansdowne Estate in Kerry under the Agency of William Steuart Trench 1849-72 (Dublin:
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Monument and Memory gives insight into how Famine memorials and spaces are constructed,
both within Ireland and abroad. She notes that unlike many other events in Irish history, which
have been generally commemorated on a national scale, “the Famine was an intensely local
experience.”27 This is certainly the case when comparing mainland Cahersiveen and Valentia
Island, two places only a kilometre apart but whose Famine experiences, memories, and
landscapes are somewhat different.
Interviews
Upon arriving in Ireland in March 2016, I was provided with a list of names of those who
lived on Cahersiveen and Valentia who were known to have some connection to or knowledge of
the Famine. Those who consented to be interviewed then referred me to others in the community.
During my research trip I conducted five interviews with locals from Cahersiveen and Valentia.
These interviews were semi-structured and although I had a list of questions to guide the
interview and stimulate conversation if necessary (see Appendix), the interviews were largely
participant-directed and the information gathered varied depending on the background of the
participant. My interview questions and areas of interest also evolved as I became more familiar
with the local history through my research at the Cahersiveen local library and from previous
interviews.
Landscape and Monuments
In addition to interviews, I visited several local sites connected to the Famine in
Cahersiveen and on Valentia Island. This included the Cahersiveen Workhouse, Reilig Shruth
Gréine, Daniel O’Connell’s birthplace and home, the Valentia Heritage Centre, Glanleam House
27
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and Gardens, and Cill Rialaig Famine Village. These places provided a wealth of information
and insight into Famine times as well as examples of how Famine history is embedded in the
local landscape.
Additional Primary Sources
To enhance my understanding of Famine history and folklore, both nationally and locally,
I accessed numerous primary sources from the Cahersiveen Library, the County Library in
Tralee, Mary Immaculate College Library in Limerick, and the National Archives of Ireland in
Dublin. These primary sources included correspondence and petitions for relief from local
officials in Cahersiveen and Valentia, Famine relief papers, the 1841 and 1851 census data,
British Parliamentary Papers, newspaper articles which reported on the statistics and conditions
of the workhouse, and the Irish Folklore Commission’s Schools’ Collection.
Data Analysis
I identified several themes from my primary sources which I then analysed through the
lens of my research questions and conceptual framework. One of the recurring themes was the
importance of the landlord/tenant relationship. This relationship defined the life of the tenant, for
better or for worse, and often determined whether or not a family was able to survive the Famine.
The importance of locality and of local relief are two important components of my primary
research, contrasting the Knight of Kerry’s relief efforts on Valentia with that of a more
institutionalized Poor Law Union in Cahersiveen. Finally, the remnants of the Famine on the
landscape of both places highlights both their importance to the local history and also their
periphery both in geographical location and in local consciousness.
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Scope and Significance
Within the conceptual frameworks of islandness, island identity, and memory and their
effects on the variables of history and landscape, this thesis looks at the case and comparison of
Cahersiveen and Valentia Island. These two places, while perhaps not as well-known in Famine
lore as Skibbereen in County Cork or as County Mayo, nevertheless have a wealth of local
Famine history, memory, and folklore. It is safe to say that all or most of Ireland suffered under
terrible conditions during the Famine years. So, instead of cherry-picking the worst of the worst,
and running the risk of repetition, it is perhaps more significant to look at places not typically
represented in Famine scholarship and investigate the subtleties at play: how did Cahersiveen
and Valentia Island experience and weather the Famine storm and how have these specialized
conditions contributed to distinctive local identities, memories, and landscapes? What makes
these two places so interesting are the differences in Famine experience and therefore memory.
Despite being separated by only a kilometre of water, mainland Cahersiveen and Valentia Island
could not be more different in terms of their identity, Famine history, and memory.
Valentia Island is an interesting study on its own, as it seems to defy many of the
negative stereotypes placed on Irish islands and, indeed, islands in general. Its history and
Famine experience is markedly different from that of the Blasket Islands, which typically
provided a much more isolated and difficult way of life than mainland Ireland and which were
devastated by the potato blight; and the Aran Islands, which have an entirely separate history of
independence and resilience and which managed to escape the potato blight altogether.28 As
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Nellie Ó Cléirigh aptly titled her book on Valentia’s history, it truly is “a different Irish island.”29
This will be explored in more depth in Chapter Five.
Understanding the Famine under the umbrella of islandness and island identity provides a
new perspective on the history and its memory. The major contributing factors towards the
effects of the Famine, colonialism and colonial attitudes, power imbalances between the island
natives and their colonizers, and geographical isolation that could either act as bane or boon, are
all recurring themes in island history. Valentia Island and Ireland are both part of what J.G.A.
Pocock calls the “Atlantic archipelago,” his alternate term for the British Isles.30 As such, their
history is not confined to “British history” nor is it viewed from the lens of “a continental or
Euro-centric narrative of Britain and the origins of its empire.”31 Rather, Ireland and Valentia can
be seen as links in an archipelagic chain, both geographically and in terms of power. They are at
the same time independent components of the archipelago, with separate identities, challenges,
and histories, and yet inextricably linked with the other island members of their chain,
susceptible to the forces and pressures exerted upon them by the more powerful members of their
archipelago.
Limitations
While in Ireland, I experienced some difficulty in recruiting participants. This was, I
believe, due to several factors. Many of those whom I approached for interviews were
intimidated by what they perceived as a formal and lengthy consent process. They were still
willing to help and to speak with me but they would not sign a consent form. This was
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complicated by a sense of collective modesty on behalf of many potential participants; they felt
they could not be of much help to me because they felt they did not know the history well
enough. Finally, there was a subtle reluctance to speak about the Famine, the possible reasons for
which will be explored in detail in Chapters Six and Seven. This hesitance to speak about the
Famine, at least on record, provides an opportunity to reflect on the silences created by the
Famine and on the necessity of reconciliation, particularly at a local level. These factors resulted
in fewer interviews than anticipated; however, those interviews that I did record showed a great
deal of insight into Famine history, understanding, and memory.
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Chapter Two
Precursors of the Famine: A Survey of Irish History up to 1845
The Great Famine was a defining and tragic moment in Irish history and a culmination of
hundreds of years of political and economic colonization and control in Ireland. Thus, in order to
fully understand the context in which the Great Famine took place, as well as the identities and
social structure of the people living in and around Ireland during the Famine, it is essential to
look at the history of Ireland in the several hundreds of years before the Famine began. This
history not only sets the stage for the Great Famine, one of the greatest and most devastating
tragedies in Irish history, but also gives insight into the complexity of Irish history and the
diversity of the Irish people. It is an island history of multiple waves of invaders and conquerors,
some of whom integrated seamlessly into the previously established ways of life in Ireland,
others who sought to control and influence it. These waves of migration have each added a
distinct and separate layer to Irish identity, an identity far more complex than what is typically
imagined. They have also resulted in campaigns of political and economic colonization similar to
those experienced by many islands. McCusker and Soares have described colonial attitudes
towards islands as “frequently imagin[ing] the island as an inferior, marginal, or easily
dominated space, as an obvious site for subjugation and organization by the colonizer.”32
Edmond and Smith describe islands as “natural colonies…not just because of the desire to
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possess what is paradisal or utopian, but because islands, unlike continents, look like property.”33
This colonization and control shaped the hierarchy of power in the country and saw the island’s
land inequitably distributed among the Irish people. This power inequality would eventually
have disastrous effects for the Irish peasant class when combined with economic policies from an
overseas colonial power. The struggle for control over Ireland has left in its wake a long history
with a long memory, a memory that persists in Ireland today, both in its people and its landscape.
The First Arrivals
Human life in Ireland can be traced back to approximately 9,000 years ago, perhaps
arriving from France, Iberia, or Britain. These early inhabitants were nomadic, spreading
throughout the island and even crossing over to Scotland, perhaps for the purposes of trade.34
Over the next three thousand years, Ireland would see many invaders from Britain,
France, and Spain. The last of these, the Gaels, who arrived in Ireland c. 100 BC from Western
Europe, contributed significantly to the development of a common Irish language, culture, and
code of law and have had a lasting effect on Irish identity.35 This common identity, despite the
many feuding clans and fluid boundaries within Ireland, speaks to Ireland’s boundedness and
separateness as an island. This separateness extended within the island as well, as Ireland was
and would remain largely rural, something which would play a role in the island’s social and
cultural development. McCusker and Soares write, “The sea is seen to define the unity of the
island and to enshrine the inevitability of self-possession and self-determination…”36 This
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common identity would later be challenged by subsequent invaders who would see Ireland not as
a separate entity, but as a tangible and bounded object to be claimed and conquered.
The Vikings
The Norsemen arrived in Ireland in 795 AD, seeking new territories as a result of
overpopulation in Scandinavia and advances in ship building.37 These Vikings travelled across
the Irish Sea, burning and ransacking poorly defended monasteries along the coast. 38 The wealth
within these monasteries made “holy islands” like Ireland attractive targets for Viking raids. The
Vikings then were able to use Ireland as a stepping stone to islands farther across the Atlantic,
such as the Faeroe Islands and Iceland, perhaps reaching North America this way.39 The
Norsemen established strongholds at Dublin, Cork, Waterford, and Limerick, among others,
which would eventually evolve into Ireland’s first cities.40 They eventually intermarried with the
Gaelic Irish, adding a new layer to Irish identity.41
Norman Invitation and Invasion
The next, and perhaps the greatest, shock to Irish way of life came on May 1, 1170, when
a small army of Normans landed at Baginbun, County Wexford. Though not anticipated at the
time, this arrival was to begin eight hundred years of English presence in Ireland, as well as an
ongoing conflict that stemmed from this presence. It would also set in motion a long period of
political and economic colonization in Ireland, whereby the country and its people would be
subject to a foreign power, often with dire consequences for the Irish people. However, this first
37
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group of Normans were not entirely unwelcome, having been invited to Ireland by the King of
Leinster, Dermot MacMurrough. Subsequent Norman armies arrived in Ireland with the intention
of asserting England’s dominance over Ireland but their efforts were generally unsuccessful.
Like the Vikings before them, they adopted Irish tribal politics, formed alliances with Irish
tribes, intermarried with the Irish people, and even took on the Irish language as their own.42
Colonization under the Tudors
English control over Ireland continued to wane until the ascension of the Tudor
monarchy to the English throne in 1485. Under the Tudors, Ireland was subject to much more
aggressive land colonization than in the previous three hundred years, while also being caught up
in the politics of the Reformation.43 In 1534, Henry VIII decreed that all lands in Ireland be
forfeited to the Crown and then redistributed according to the Crown’s will. This gave England
full control over land-ownership in Ireland, ensuring that only those loyal to the English Crown
could possess land and, ultimately, power in Ireland.44 This shift in power would further
accelerate the pattern of land loss that would eventually see the majority of Ireland’s land held by
a very specific cultural and religious minority and would have devastating consequences in the
nineteenth century. Henry VIII’s daughter, Elizabeth I, enforced his decree of the seizing and
redistribution of lands in Ireland “with a ruthless severity” 45 and, for the first time, England was
able to maintain some measure of control over Ireland.46
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Cromwellian Conquest
The arrival of Oliver Cromwell and his army in Ireland in August 1649 further
accelerated the land disparity in Ireland. “Cromwell came over and like a lightning passed
through the land” is one surviving account of the horrors that befell thousands of Irish Catholics
during Cromwell’s siege. Newly victorious in England’s civil war against King Charles I,
Cromwell sought to smother the Royalist armies aligned with Irish Catholics in Ireland.
Cromwell seized all lands owned by Irish Catholics east of the River Shannon and redistributed
them to his soldiers. Catholic landowners were banished west of the Shannon to Connaught,
where the poorest land in the country was located. Catholic tenants remained on their farms at
the mercy of their new Protestant landlords. By the end of the “curse of Cromwell,” as it came to
be known, Catholic landownership had declined from 59% to 22%, a trend that would continue
downward in the coming years and would be solidified with the defeat of the Jacobite armies of
James II by William of Orange in1690 and 1691.47 Figure 2.1 shows the dramatic effects of
Cromwell on land ownership in Ireland. On the left is a map of landownership by religion in
Ireland in 1641 and on the right is landownership by religion in 1670, just 29 years later. Blue
denotes land owned by Catholics, yellow is land owned by Protestants, pink is common or
unprofitable land, and grey is unknown. These two maps and the contrast between them paint a
vivid picture of the power that a single individual can have over an island, even a large one such
as Ireland.
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Figure 2.1 Landownership in Ireland by religion in 1641 (left) and 1670 (right). The above
legend applies to the 1641 map. The legend for the 1670 map is unavailable. (Source: The Down
Survey of Ireland, www.downsurvey.tcd.ie)
Catholic land ownership in Ireland, already minimal, decreased even further following
William of Orange’s victory. To cement Protestant control in the country, William of Orange,
now William III of England, instituted a barrage of laws against the Catholics of Ireland, known
as the Penal Laws. These laws prohibited Catholic participation in society in a variety of ways.
Catholics were not allowed to hold positions in public office or Parliament and were barred from
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the military or from practicing law. Perhaps most significant in diminishing Catholic power in
Ireland was the Gavelkind Act, instituted in 1704 by William III’s successor, Queen Anne,
which stated that Catholics could not purchase land, nor hold a lease on land for a period longer
than thirty-one years.48 The Act also stated that when a Catholic landowner died, his land was to
be divided equally between each of his sons. However, if one of those sons were to convert to the
Protestant faith, he would receive the entire portion of his father’s land. This caused the land
owned by Catholics to become increasingly divided into less profitable farms, and by the end of
the eighteenth century, Catholics, though certainly the majority of the population of Ireland, only
owned five percent of the land.49 This would eventually play an important role in the Famine,
adding to the devastation set in motion by the potato blight.
Land Conditions and Widespread Poverty
With only five percent of the land owned by Catholics, this left the majority of the
population in the position of being tenant farmers and peasants. Landlords, primarily Protestant,
owned the land and rented it to tenant farmers, who in turn rented portions of land to tenants of
their own. The result was a convoluted and disorganized system of tenantry, exacerbated by the
fact that many landlords were absentee and employed various agents to oversee their estates and
collect their rents. On behalf of the tenants, there was no incentive to make improvements to
one’s land or home as any such amelioration would result in the rent being raised. As most
tenants were already struggling to pay their rents, they had little choice but to live simply and
primitively, often in one-room huts made of turf with perhaps a tiny window to let in a meager
amount of light. Land agents or middlemen looked to maximize profits from their land and
tenants and so they too were loath to invest in any improvements to the land or the tenant
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dwellings. This contributed to an unwillingness of many landlords to improve their lands: they
“were unlikely to do so as long as the middleman system prevented them from recouping on their
investments in the form of higher rents.”50 Gustave de Beaumont, a French social reformer,
visited Ireland in the 1830s and was deeply affected by the conditions he witnessed. In his
account of his travels, L’Irlande, he wrote:
I have seen the Indian in his forests, and the negro in his chains and thought, as I
contemplated their pitiable condition, that I saw the very extreme of human
wretchedness, but I did not then know the condition of unfortunate Ireland…In all
countries, more or less paupers may be discovered but an entire nation of paupers
is what was never seen until it was shown in Ireland.51
As a small tenant farmer or peasant, one’s life depended heavily on the landlord from
whom one rented one’s land. Evictions due to nonpayment of rent were not uncommon,
especially in the south of Ireland. As Gale E. Christianson notes, “with arable land at a premium
the majority of southern landlords and middlemen were in a position to squeeze their tenants for
every last penny in rent. If the tenant could not pay, his holding could be easily auctioned off to
the highest bidder, for someone was always eager to pay almost any price for the right of
possession.”52
As evictions became more and more common in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, Ireland saw a rise in agrarian unrest, carried out by secret societies, asserting the rights
of tenants. These secret societies, operating under a variety of names such as Whiteboys,
Carders, Oakboys, and others, used threats and violence to avenge evicted tenants in their
communities. In a country where the majority of the population had no say or representation in
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government or its policies regarding land issues, these outlaw organizations took matters into
their own hands to try and achieve a more equitable landlord-tenant relationship. Nevertheless,
the majority of the Irish peasantry was loath to resort to violence, and condemned, along with the
Catholic Church, the brutal methods sometimes employed.53
Catholic Emancipation
Apart from the secret agrarian societies, the Catholic peasantry of Ireland looked to
achieve equality through constitutional means. Their leader in this pursuit was a Catholic lawyer
from Cahersiveen, Co. Kerry, named Daniel O’Connell who would eventually become known
throughout Ireland as “the Liberator.” O’Connell’s opposition to violence not only gained him
the support of the Catholic tenant farmers and peasants but also of the Catholic Church, giving
him momentum and influence both at home and abroad. The Church often played a very
important political role at a grassroots level. As Catholics were barred from most aspects of
political life, the Church was one of the only outlets they had to express their political concerns
and goals. In 1823, he founded the Catholic Association, whereby membership was purchased
for the accessible rate of one penny per month and whose funds were dispatched in aid of
Catholics involved in land disputes or legal issues.54
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Figure 2.2 Daniel O’Connell’s birthplace in Cahersiveen (Source: Erin Rowan)
O’Connell’s primary goal in the early nineteenth century was Catholic Emancipation;
that is, to give Catholics the right to sit at Parliament. Although most of the Penal Laws had been
repealed by the end of the eighteenth century, including the law that banned Catholics from
voting, Catholics were still barred from holding government office. Even the right to vote carried
certain property qualifications and there were no secret ballots; landlords knew how their tenants
voted and could punish or reward them accordingly. Nevertheless, as O’Connell’s support grew
in Ireland, his followers gained the confidence to vote for pro-Emancipation candidates.
O’Connell himself ran for by-election in County Clare in 1828, for although the law stated that
Catholics could not hold a seat in Parliament, it did not state that a Catholic could not run for
election. O’Connell won by a landslide and the British government was suddenly placed in an
uncomfortable position: uphold their law and hope that O’Connell’s very loyal and very large
following remained as nonviolent as they had in the past, or allow O’Connell to claim his seat
and keep the peace in Ireland. The government chose the latter, “back[ing] down before the
implications of such a menacingly disciplined display of Irish opinion.” The achievement of
Catholic Emancipation was a double-edged sword, however, as the British government raised the
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property requirements for voting. Irish Catholics may no longer have been excluded from the
vote because of their religion, but many continued to be disenfranchised because of their land
holdings.55
Population Expansion and Dependence on the Potato
Landlord/tenant relationships, land issues, and land division were all major features of
Irish peasant life in the nineteenth century and important precursors to the Great Famine.
Another hallmark of the early 1800s in Ireland was a rapid and exponential increase in
population in the country. At the turn of the century, the population of Ireland was approximately
4.5 million. By 1841, it had almost doubled, resting at approximately eight million people.56 (For
purposes of comparison, in 2016, the population of the Republic of Ireland was recorded at 4.7
million people while the most recent census in Northern Ireland in 2011 measured the population
at 1.8 million for a total of approximately 6.5 million people living on the island of Ireland, 1.5
million fewer than in 1841.57) This explosion in population can be explained as a function of the
extreme poverty throughout Ireland at the time. Higher education was generally not an option for
young Irish Catholics, nor could they purchase land. Their only option was to marry and receive
a piece of land from their family. Therefore, people tended to marry young and had large
families, who in turn married young and had large families.58 This cycle of poverty continued for
the first four decades of the nineteenth century until it was brought to a halt by the devastation of
the primary food source of the peasant class: the potato.59
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Figure 2.3 Map showing population density in Ireland in 1841. Valentia Island had a high
population density of 41-50 people per 100 acres, Cahersiveen had a density of 21-30 people per
100 acres. (Source: Atlas of the Great Irish Famine and the Department of Geography,
University College Cork)
The potato, brought from South America to Europe in the sixteenth century, quickly
became the subsistence crop for the majority of the population in Ireland. It could be grown on
small plots of land, even on the least fertile land in the country, which made it an ideal food
source for those living on increasingly small plots of land due to the constant and successive land
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division of Catholic property in Ireland. A small crop of potatoes yielded enough food to feed the
large families living on these small holdings through the fall harvest until the spring, when new
crops could then be planted. Not only could the potatoes feed the peasants who grew them, they
were a very nutritious source of food and, when supplemented with buttermilk, provided a
person with all essential vitamins and minerals. Thus, although the peasant population were
certainly impoverished and would be considered underweight by today’s standards, they were
not malnourished. The nutritional value of the potato enabled the peasant class to bear children
and raise them to adulthood, contributing to the increase in population between 1800 and 1841.
The peasants grew additional crops of grain and those more fortunate kept a pig or a cow, but
these were not consumed but sold to the landlord to pay their rent. The result across most of the
country was farming at a subsistence level, with families eking out a meager living on a harsh
and wild landscape. 60 “By 1841, two-thirds of Irish Families were classified as ‘chiefly
employed in agriculture,’” with higher percentages in the western provinces of Munster and
Connacht.61 While Ulster and Leinster had more diversified and profitable agricultural
economies, the west of Ireland “was dominated by an essentially subsistence economy,” even
when this economy was diversified beyond the potato.62
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Figure 2.4 Cill Rialaig Famine Village shows the marks on the landscape left by the Famine:
small plots of land and stone cottages with only one or two windows. (Source: Erin Rowan)

Conclusions
Ireland saw many different invaders over the course of its history, some who integrated
and contributed to Irish identity, others who sought more control over this bounded and tangible
property. The most aggressive efforts, in terms of political and land colonization, began with the
ascension of the Tudor monarchy to the throne of England in the fifteenth century. From then on,
a distinct pattern of land ownership and power in Ireland emerged, systematically removing land
from the hands of Irish Catholics and placing it under the ownership of Protestant and
Presbyterian implants loyal to the British Crown. Cromwell’s bloody campaign in Ireland
furthered this loss of land by Irish Catholics, banishing them to the farthest and poorest regions
of the country. Further restrictions on the participation of Catholics in public and professional
life were added by William of Orange and his descendants. Though eventually—albeit
gradually—revoked, the Penal Laws would carry a lasting effect on the distribution of land and
power in the country as well as long memory of bitterness and marginalization. But even this
lengthy history of invasion could not prepare the Irish people for their next conqueror: the potato
blight. For though this new aggressor would arrive without army or weapons, it would strike a
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devastating blow to the Irish people, perhaps the most disastrous yet. Its seven-year campaign
would impact everyone in Ireland, though its effects would not be equally felt. Landlords and
farmers with larger holdings would escape the most devastating consequences, some even
profiting from the instability and uncertainty. The peasant class, however—the biggest
demographic on the island—would be largely devastated. Ultimately, the Famine would claim
over a million victims through hunger and disease and set another million on a new course to
new homes around the world.
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Chapter Three: The Famine in Ireland (1845-1852)
The Great Famine is a manifestation of the earlier patterns of invasion, political and
economic colonization, and inequitable distribution of land explored in the previous chapter. It is
a devastating and painful piece of Irish history, whereby the people in Ireland learned the full
consequences of these patterns. The current understanding of the Famine is shaped by folk
memory and folklore, as well as current socioeconomic frameworks, making it a highly sensitive
and contested period in Irish history. The Famine is often reduced to simplistic explanations,
with too much emphasis being placed on one particular factor. The debate over whether the
Famine was a natural famine caused by the failure of the potato crop or an artificial famine
orchestrated and manipulated by the British government to rid itself of its Irish problem is
certainly a heated one.63 In order to fully understand the Famine and why it resulted in the deaths
of approximately one million people and the emigration of one million more, it is necessary to
look beyond the potato blight and make an in-depth examination of the general living conditions
of the Irish peasantry at the time, the policy and outlook of the British government and people
towards Ireland, and the issue of land development. As one Cahersiveen local put it, “[the potato
failure] was the catalyst but there was [already] destitution everywhere. People would be pushed
over the edge very easily and that’s what happened.”64 In looking at the current understanding of
the Famine in Ireland, folk memory and folklore is a valuable resource in term of which aspects
are remembered and passed down to future generations. It is also important to remember that
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different regions experienced the Famine differently, further adding to the complexity of both
understanding the Famine and understanding folk memory and folklore. The Famine’s lasting
impact in Ireland, resulting in mass and continued emigration, the reorganization of land, and the
shaping of political relations both within Ireland and with Britain, has added to this
understanding and memory. There are no simple or easy explanations; the Famine is a complex
and multifaceted piece of history. This chapter thus explores not only the basic facts and dates of
the Famine, but also addresses British government policy, British public opinion, and folklore
and memory of the Famine.
The Blight First Appears
In the late summer of 1845, the farmers of Ireland set about gathering their potato harvest
as usual. At first everything pointed to the potato crop being bountiful, but within days of being
dug, the potatoes turned to a rotten, stinking, black mush. Unlike previous years, the crop failure
was not isolated to specific areas of the country but spread across the country, with reports of the
ruined potato crop coming from all over Ireland and from England as well.65 The arrival of the
potato blight has been remembered through folklore as a heavy fog that swept over the country,
lasting for three or four days. When the fog finally cleared, the potato stalks withered and died.
The fields turned black and not one healthy potato plant remained.66 The cause of the failure of
the potato crop was unknown at the time, but would be later diagnosed as the fungus
Phytophthora infestans, which was transmitted by weather and insects and likely arrived from
America when contaminated crops were carried to Europe by ship. The fungus first manifests
itself on the leaves of the potato stalk as “black spots on the leaves themselves with a whitish
mould on the underside of the leaf.” Once the blight had manifested itself on the leaves, the
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entire plant and the potatoes it produced could not be saved. Even potatoes that seemed healthy
when dug turned to a black and rotting slop that could not even be used as animal fodder.67
Though the blight of 1845 devastated the primary food source of the Irish peasantry,
there was still hope that the crops of 1846 would prove fruitful. However, in the summer of
1846, reports of blighted potato crops emerged once again across the country, with this time even
more of the crops being affected. Faced with yet another year of hunger, despair began to set in.
W. MacLysaght writes of the harvest failure in County Kerry:
…and then one night… the blow fell! They awakened to find that the crop which
only yesterday was giving such fair promise was in the grip of “the blast” again;
the green, healthy-looking stalks of the day before lay blackened and withered.
Dismay, and something akin to despair laid its clammy hand on the already sorely
tired people.68
Physical Effects of Starvation and Disease
The failure of potato crops in 1845 and 1846 not only meant a shortage of food during
those years but also an absence of seed potatoes for the following years’ crops. Thus 1847, when
starvation and disease reached their peak and there was no more hope of a new potato harvest,
became known as “Black ‘47,” the worst year of the Famine.69 People began to die in huge
numbers, both from starvation and disease that preyed on malnourished bodies. The physical
effects of starvation are numerous. Victims experience first a loss of body fat, followed by a loss
of skeletal muscle and an overall decrease in body weight. Their visceral organs (heart, liver,
intestines, etc.) also begin to decay. Metabolism slows and blood pressure and heart rate lower in
an attempt to conserve energy. Victims feel weak and experience muscle pain and reduced
mobility. Nocturnal sleep declines but overall time spent sleeping increases. Those in starvation
have heightened skin sensitivity and tend to bruise easily and also are less able to tolerate cold
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and noise. Finally, fluid begins to build up in the body, first in the face, followed by the
extremities and culminating in the abdomen and thoracic cavity, resulting in swelling, or
oedema. This barrage of physical symptoms is also accompanied by mental effects such as mood
swings ranging from apathy to irritability as well as a loss of the ability to concentrate and
decreased memory capacity.70 As for the outcome of such losses in physical and mental
functioning Geary notes, “Once a 30% weight loss is incurred, the chances of survival are
virtually nil without medical intervention. A 40% wastage during famine is almost certainly
fatal.”71
Starvation was not the only cause of death, although it claimed many victims over the
seven years of the Famine. Of the approximately one million people who died in Ireland from
1845 to 1852, fever and disease were responsible for half of those casualties. Weakened as the
people of Ireland were by starvation and malnutrition, they were easy targets for the fever. The
two primary infections at the time of the Famine were typhus fever and relapsing fever. Both
were spread via the lice that thrived in the unclean and crowded living conditions of the poor and
in the workhouse. The symptoms of typhus fever included high temperatures, a rash, weakness,
and confusion. Typhus fever lasted approximately six weeks, peaking at fourteen days. At this
two-week climax, victims either began to recover, still experiencing less intense overall
symptoms but overall and lasting weakness, or, if recovery was not possible, died of heart
failure. Relapsing fever, also colloquially known as “famine fever,” was characterized by its
symptoms of high temperatures, nausea, and vomiting and generally peaked at five or six days. It
gained its name from the reappearance of symptoms approximately one week later, followed by
several more relapses. Given the length of each of these illnesses, and the number of family
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members living under a single roof, a home could be stricken with fever for a number of months.
Chronic dysentery was rampant during the Famine as well among those affected by starvation
and fever, and in many cases proved deadly.72 Males experienced slightly higher mortality rates
than females, accounting for 53% of total deaths during the Famine. This gap between males and
females was smaller in urban areas and greater in rural ones.73 Literacy affected mortality rates
with those who were Irish-speaking and/or illiterate generally experiencing a higher chance of
death. However, the Irish-speaking communities of the Iveragh Peninsula, where Cahersiveen
and Valentia Island are located, do not fit this trend.74
Social Impact of Starvation
The effects of starvation are not limited to the individual but extend across the
community, impacting its functioning. Geary identifies three phases of the social impact of
starvation: the alarm phase, the resistance phase, and the exhaustion phase. The first phase, the
alarm phase, sees an initial increase in community cooperation and in the sharing of food and
resources. There is also increased activity in the community, both directly related to efforts to
procure food and of a political and religious nature. However, as food supply continues to
dwindle and the price of food rises, the community experiences an increase in violence. This
violence and crime continues to escalate in the resistance phase, also marked by a decrease in
community participation in traditional gatherings and religious activity. Gatherings of a social
nature dwindle, unless the gathering centres on food. Desperation among the community
members rises, and the community enters the final stage of starvation: the exhaustion phase.
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Geary describes the exhaustion phase as a “gradual unbinding of family ties,” where families and
community members become much more reluctant to share food, especially with the elderly and
the young. In extreme cases, infanticide, suicide, and homicide may occur. Desperation is
replaced by apathy and hopelessness.75 Dr. Daniel Donovan, a physician who worked in
Skibbereen during the Famine, described the starving people of the town as having a “total
insensibility to every other feeling except that of supplying their own wants.”76 Doctor Donovan
noted the growing absence of emotion in responding to deaths in the community and even within
families. Death became so commonplace that the death of a child or of a parent became part of
daily routine.77
Folklore of the Famine
The uncomfortable mingling of despair and apathy during the Famine is well documented
in the folklore, the stories recounted in an objective, matter-of-fact fashion that seems impossible
given the subject matter. Death was such a daily occurrence that it became almost unremarkable
and was accepted as imminently inevitable:
My father came in to his dinner one day—two eggs and butter and potatoes. He
sat down to the table but couldn’t eat it. My mother asked him what was the
matter with him. He said that he saw a man taking his daughter to Cillín in a
wheelbarrow, and that her toes were stirring. The father was hardly able to shove
the wheelbarrow, he was so weak, and he saying to himself, “Who’ll bury me
tomorrow?”78
Such harrowing sights were not uncommon and many have been recorded by the Irish
Folklore Commission’s Schools’ Collection initiative in 1937-1938, when children in the
national (primary) schools around Ireland were given a set of standardized questions and asked
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to present them to family members and others in their community and record the stories they
heard. This resulted in 1,100 volumes of Irish folklore, an invaluable resource and the majority
of the IFC’s total collection.79 One of the stories collected is as follows:
I heard my grandmother saying…that the worst sight she ever saw was [a] woman
laid out on the street in Kenmare and the baby at her breast. She died of the
Famine fever—nobody would take the child…80
These stories of the harshness of the times bring to life the devastating social impacts of
the Famine, whereby survival could only be pursued individually. However, it is clear that those
who witnessed such scenes were deeply affected by them for years after the Famine, haunted by
those whom they could not help or save.
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Figure 3.1 The questions about the Famine used by the Irish Folklore Commission for their
Schools’ Collection (Source: Mary Immaculate College)
In contrast with these tragic tales of detachment and the individual pursuit of survival,
there is a strong body of folklore concerned with generosity during the Famine. In these stories,
generosity always brings prosperity and excess to the giver, not ruin.81 One story tells of a Mrs.
O’Brien from Kilcolman, Co. Cork:
She was a pious, saintly little woman; she never let a poor creature go from her
door hungry while there was a bite in the house to give. When the “bad times”
came she was more generous than ever and there were so many demands on her
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hospitality that she soon found she had nothing to spare if she was not going to
starve herself and then men that worked on her farm.
Now there was a bin of wheat set aside for sowing when the seed time came.
Things became so bad that she took a little of it and boiled it in milk to make
“granshacain” for the hungry people that came to her door. She never stopped
until she emptied the bin and there was nothing left to sow.
When the seed time came the men prepared the ground, never knowing the seed
had been given away and the poor woman afraid to tell it. So when the ground
was ready one of the men went to the bin. It was full as it was left at the harvest
time. But what caused surprise to the man was the fine grain there, far better than
what was stored. He couldn’t account for it, neither did Mrs. O’Brien tell what
had happened. She knew it was a miracle from God.82
Many who survived the Famine credited their faith with their survival, believing that it
was their trust in God and their loyalty to their Catholic faith that got them through.83 This
strength of religious faith was not untested as Famine folklore is rife with examples of
proselytism. One account talks of the well-remembered practice of using the promise of food to
try to entice Catholics to join the Anglican Church:
[My mother] often told about the soup house in Bandon [Co. Cork]. Over the gate
at the entrance was written, “Jew, Turk, and Atheist are welcome here but not a
Papist.” A poor destitute scholar left homeless was passing and saw it. Under this
he wrote, “Whoever wrote it, wrote it well for the same is written o’er the gates of
Hell.”84
Those who refused to abandon their faith received divine rewards of food while those
who did give in to proselytism became immediate pariahs in their community.85 The result was
an overall strengthening of faith among Irish Catholics. Niall Ó Ciosáin writes, “[The Famine]
made people more receptive to orthodox Catholicism, and was crucial to the ‘devotional
revolution’ of the nineteenth century.”86
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Response from Britain
The response of the British government when the potato blight first struck Ireland in 1845
was reluctant at best. This response was rooted in a strong conviction in a laissez-faire political
economy, that is, the belief that the State should not interfere with the markets so as not to
disrupt the natural flow of the market economy. This was coupled with a negative perception of
the Irish people as primitive, feckless, and ultimately responsible for their current situation.
Despite the earlier aggressive political and economic colonization of Ireland by Britain and the
political linking of the two countries by the Act of Union in 1800, Britain was unwilling to take
responsibility for providing relief in Ireland. This political, economic, and cultural outlook
shaped the British government’s response to the famine in Ireland. Sir Robert Peel, who was
Prime Minister at the time, was unwilling to provide direct aid to Ireland but did compromise by
repealing the Corn Laws which had previously prohibited the importation of grain into the
United Kingdom. He also purchased a large quantity of Indian corn from America to be imported
to and sold in Ireland. As Robert Kee notes, “by the standards of the day Peel had acted quite
imaginatively.” Practically, however, Peel’s measures were of little or no use to the people in
Ireland who were slowly beginning to starve. Additionally, “Prevailing economic doctrines
continued largely to hold sway, so Irish cash crops continued to be exported rather than diverted
to feed the population.”87 The Irish peasants could not afford bread or Indian corn at any price,
which is why they had come to depend on the potato in the first place.88 An additional problem
with the government-subsidized Indian corn was that it was an entirely foreign food to both the
Irish and the British and thus was often not ground and prepared properly. Insufficiently milled
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or cooked, the corn meal would later swell in the gastrointestinal tract, causing digestive
problems and even death:
They had a big boiler and they used to put about a sack of [Indian] meal into it,
and two good strong old men stirring that with two sticks. Sometimes that
[porridge] wouldn’t be boiled, and it would give them colics and kill ’um.89
Here, the provision of relief is not the focus of memory but instead the dangers of
accepting government relief are what have been passed down. Additionally, the physical size of
the cast-iron boilers and the strength required to operate them are not only a part of the folk
memory, but can still be seen in Ireland today as markers of the Famine in the landscape.

Figure 3.2 Famine pot in a Famine graveyard in Donegal (Source: Donegal News)
In keeping with laissez-faire, Peel and his government were loath to act in aid of Ireland.
Any interference on behalf of the State, it was reasoned, would only result in more dire future
situations. Therefore, although the Indian corn was purchased and imported into Ireland, it was
only available for sale when the government judged its sale to be necessary. In some cases, this
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meant that the meal that arrived from America in January sat in government warehouses for
upwards of two months before it was finally made available for purchase.90
Peel’s government was defeated in a general election in June 1846 and was replaced by
the Whig party and Prime Minister Lord John Russell. Russell placed Charles Trevelyan, the
Head of the Treasury, in charge of Famine relief. Unsympathetic to the plight in Ireland,
Trevelyan’s first act was to prohibit a ship carrying Indian corn from delivering its cargo to
Ireland.91 Trevelyan had earlier argued against the purchase of seed potatoes by the government,
believing fervently in a laissez-faire economy:
The probable consequence, therefore, of the Government taking any steps [to
purchase seed potatoes] would be, that the harm which would be done by
inducing people to rely upon the Government, and to relax their own exertions in
this essential particular, would overbalance any good that would be obtained by
the agency of the Government officers in procuring and storing seed potatoes.92
As the conditions in Ireland worsened and the potato crop of 1846 failed even more
miserably than the previous year, Trevelyan began to institute a number of public works
schemes, aimed at providing food for manual labour, usually building roads or fences.93 Another
form of relief was the workhouse, which each of the 130 Poor Law Unions operated. The
conditions of the workhouse varied from Union to Union, depending heavily on the individual
relief committees. These differences in local relief can be seen across Ireland and will be
particularly important in the case of Cahersiveen and Valentia Island. The workhouses, which
existed in England as well as Ireland, fit the British government’s laissez-faire model of political
economy in that relief was only provided in exchange for work. Like the public works, the
“workhouses were deliberately designed to be unattractive and austere, reflecting life within
90
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them, which was to be forbidding and regimented.” Like the public works, the workhouse was
designed to discourage the poor from relying upon the State. Indeed, the workhouses were seen
by the Irish as a last resort, as anyone seeking relief could not be in possession of more than a
quarter-acre of land.94 Upon entering the workhouse, families were immediately split up and
housed in separate wards. The inmates of the workhouse were required to work for their keep
and, due to overcrowding and unsanitary conditions, fever and disease were rampant.
Nevertheless, as conditions in Ireland continued to worsen, the workhouses soon found
themselves besieged by onslaughts of paupers begging for relief at their doors. 95
Placing Blame and the New Poor Law
In the eyes of the British government, the blame for the conditions in Ireland rested on
the shoulders of the landlords, many of whom were absentee. The government felt they had
mismanaged their lands and had neglected to invest in any agricultural improvements. Thus,
British relief policy decreed that “Irish property must support Irish poverty,” placing the
responsibility for funding relief with the landlords. The landlords were made responsible for
paying taxes on any plot of land with a rent of less than four pounds a year. This resulted in
widespread evictions, finally allowing for the consolidation of land into larger, more profitable
farms, a policy that had been long advocated by the British government.96 These evictions caused
workhouse populations to soar and placed even more pressures on the local Poor Law Unions,
with “…the poorest areas carrying the heaviest poor rates…”97 These hefty taxes put placed
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considerable strain on the farmers of these regions, some of whom turned to emigration as a
solution, further crippling the economy and delaying its recovery.98
British government relief policy during the Famine was underlined by the popular belief
that the Irish were trying to get something for nothing. British public opinion towards the Irish
was extremely negative at the time, the popular belief being that the Irish were lazy and idle, and
so, responsible for their current situation. This is a theme seen in islands such as Tasmania and
Newfoundland, islands that Pete Hay describes as “psychological sinks through which the
mainland pours its ills.”99 Wayne Johnston writes of “The…myth…that Newfoundlanders are
intrinsically inferior to other peoples of the world and have therefore been the authors of their
own misfortunes.”100 The islands become, in effect, scapegoats for anything negative by the
more powerful mainlands. Additionally, British taxpayers had been providing aid to Ireland
throughout most of the early nineteenth century for isolated famines and general economic
distress. Thus, by 1845, many people in England were experiencing what Mary E. Daly describes
as “compassion fatigue”: they had grown tired of supporting the people of Ireland. 101 The
Famine was viewed as an act of God, a means of solving the problem of over-population in
Ireland.102 Trevelyan’s firm belief was that if the Irish were not taught a lesson now, however
harsh that lesson might be, who knew what would happen twenty or thirty years later.103 These
harsh philosophies and zealous prejudices were directly reflected in the British government’s
relief policy, and did little to alleviate the genuine suffering in Ireland. “Historically, the island
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was considered as an ideal locale, or even a laboratory, in which to materialize the colonial will,
free from undesirable alien influences emanating from the outside.”104 In Ireland, Trevelyan
experimented with this colonial will in the form of Famine relief, or lack thereof, and the
consequences were disastrous.
Memory of the Famine
As an island, Ireland was not only a tangible piece of property for colonization, but also a
convenient and confined space for experimenting with the implications of a laissez-faire political
economy. The apathy of the British government during the Famine has resulted in a very long
memory which reflects a deep-seated resentment of both the British government and the Irish
landlords. John Crowley writes, “In Irish folklore [Queen] Victoria, along with Trevelyan, came
to personify official British indifference towards the suffering in Ireland during the Famine
years. Even today it is difficult to change that perception.”105 The landlords and their agents are
equally reviled, if not more so. Cathal Póirtéir notes, “The greatest odium seems to have been
reserved for those members of the community who acted as agents for the landlords.”106 One
person interviewed during the Irish Folklore Commission Schools’ Collection bitterly
remembers, “Although people were dying in thousands, the Landlord looked for his pound of
flesh.”107
Despite the lack of assistance from the British government and the lasting memory of its
injustices, there were private acts of charity during the Famine which have an equally strong
memory, albeit of a very positive nature. One such group that provided considerable relief to the
poor in Ireland during the Famine were the Quakers. The Quakers travelled through Ireland,
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observing the conditions and providing money, food, clothing, and blankets to the poor. The
reports from the Quakers on the conditions in Ireland helped to refute competing rumours that the
suffering was exaggerated and helped to bring the Famine to the attention of North America.
Helen Hatton writes, “[The Quakers] did not equate endemic poverty with moral failure or
Catholicism, nor did they require total destitution for relief.”108 Donations by Cherokee and
Choctaw Nations from America have also been remembered with a fierce appreciation. In 1847,
Cherokee and Choctaw Nations raised over eight hundred dollars for relief in Ireland, an
enormous sum at the time.109 Their generosity was borne of their personal experience sixteen
years earlier, whereby the Choctaws were forcibly removed from their lands in Alabama,
Mississippi, and Florida by President Andrew Jackson and had to walk the 500-mile journey to
Oklahoma, a trek which would come to be known as the Trail of Tears. Of the 21,000 Choctaw
people who began this journey, over half perished along the way.110 This story was recounted to
me on my first day at Mary Immaculate College in Limerick, and the profound gratitude with
which it was told was as moving as the story itself. In 2015, the town of Midleton, Co. Cork,
unveiled a sculpture in memory of this generosity.111
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Figure 3.3 “Kindred Spirits” Memorial to Choctaw Tribe in Midleton, Co. Cork (Source:
AncientPages.com)
Emigration
With the workhouses filled far past capacity and the death toll rising each day, many
turned to emigration as a means of escaping their brutalized country. In 1847, over 250,000
people left Ireland, a trend that continued over the next four years of the Famine. By 1852, over
one million people had left Ireland in search of a better life. Most would never return. Men and
women emigrated in relatively equal numbers and “women were prepared to travel alone to a
foreign destination.”112 America was the most popular and desirable destination for emigration,
but passage to Canada was cheaper. Some emigrants could only make it as far as England where
they faced conditions of poverty and prejudice that were hardly more favourable than those they
had experienced in Ireland. The conditions on many of the ships travelling to North America
were unsanitary and overcrowded. Passengers were kept below decks for the entire seven-week
voyage and, with no sanitation or clean drinking water, disease flourished. In some cases, a third
of the passengers died during the journey of one of these “coffin ships.”113
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Many of those who emigrated to Canada landed on Grosse Île, Quebec, which was used
as a quarantine station. In 1847, 441 ships carrying approximately 90,000 passengers landed on
the island. Suffering from starvation and disease from both the conditions in Ireland and those
onboard the coffin ships, more than 15,000 emigrants died and over 5,400 were buried on the
island. A Celtic cross was erected over this mass grave in 1994 to commemorate these victims.114
The three inscriptions on the cross, one in English, one in French, and one in Irish, each convey a
different message. The Irish inscription offers perhaps the strongest message, saying that those
who died on Grosse Île died as a result of “foreign tyrants and an artificial/treacherous famine in
the year 1847-48.”115 This clear placement of blame on England’s shoulders for the death and
suffering of these Irish immigrants speaks to the intense pain and emotion still experienced by
those who remember the Famine 100 years later. The same year, President Mary Robinson
visited Grosse Île and spoke of the overwhelming tragedy and the impossible choice faced by
those in Ireland during the Famine:
It is proper to reflect on what inspired or drove those ordinary men and women,
most of them of limited means, many of them on the brink of destruction, to leave
their homeland and set out, many with young children, on a hazardous
journey. For too many the alternative to death by starvation was a choice between
the workhouse, where families would be split up, or a landlord-sponsored passage
to the New World. In either case the cabin would be unroofed and the tenancy
surrendered. It was a poor choice.116
The history of Grosse Île has helped to create a strong memory of the Famine in Canada,
particularly among those Canadians of Irish descent. The emigration prompted by the Famine
has made this history not only an important piece of Ireland’s story but of Canada’s as well.
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Similarly, in America, “the Famine marks the beginning of ‘their story.’”117 This story is often
one coloured by a sense of exile—those who left were forced to abandon their home because of
circumstances beyond their control.118

Figure 3.4 Celtic Cross at Grosse Île and English inscription (Source: Deviant Art and The
Identity of English-Speaking Quebec in 100 Objects)
Conclusions
By 1852, the worst years of the Famine had passed, but Ireland and its people had been
changed forever. Over one million were dead of starvation and disease, many buried in mass or
unmarked graves, their deaths unrecorded.119 Another one million had emigrated, creating a
massive diaspora in the United States, Canada, and England, many with an even stronger and
more bitter memory of the Famine and their forced exile from their home. This memory would
carry many consequences and would serve as fuel for resentment of the British government and
as incentive and justification for an independent Irish republic.120 The folk memory of the
Famine in Ireland is equally strong, though at times reluctant. As one person reflects, “Several
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people would be glad if the famine times were altogether forgotten so that the cruel doings of
their forebears would not be again renewed and talked about by the neighbours.”121 Indeed,
something that must be contended with is survivor guilt, even one hundred years after the
Famine. Although survivor guilt, now classified as one of the symptoms of post-traumatic stress
disorder, was not defined until after the Second World War, when it emerged through interviews
and therapy with survivors of the Holocaust, it was certainly at play, albeit in an unnamed form
after the Famine. The guilt of surviving while others did not, of what survivors failed to do to
help others, what they had to do in order to survive, and the often futile search for reason is a
heavy burden to carry and it is understandable that given the lack of mental health support and
awareness at the time, these feelings were buried by the refusal to discuss the Famine.122
Nevertheless, folk memory of the Famine persists to varying degrees across Ireland, some
memories painful and tragic, others filled with hope and generosity. This juxtaposition will be
reflected in the case of Cahersiveen and Valentia Island, where assumptions about the Famine
are put to the test, showing the Famine experience and folk memory in the area to be truly
different from the rest of Ireland.
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Chapter Four: The Famine in Cahersiveen
As discussed in the previous chapter, the Famine was not experienced equally by all
regions or towns in Ireland. Famine experience was highly contingent, depending on the area of
the country, the presence of alternative food supplies and industries, and on the landowners and
individuals who served on the relief committees in each of the 130 Poor Law Unions. This
importance of locality is evident when examining Famine experience and memory in
Cahersiveen and Valentia Island, Co. Kerry. Though located only a few kilometres apart, these
two areas experienced the Famine in different ways. This chapter will look at the overall
experience of County Kerry during the Famine and then specifically at Cahersiveen’s
experience, along with the folk memories and markers on the landscape connected to the Famine
that persist today. Cahersiveen is a town that provides an interesting example of selective and
peripheral Famine memory as well as having several significant sites of Famine history
embedded in its landscape.
County Kerry and the Famine
Country Kerry is located in southwestern Ireland in the province of Munster. Like the rest
of Ireland, Kerry experienced a significant increase in population in the early nineteenth century.
However, between 1821 and 1841, Kerry experienced above-average population growth, its
population increasing by 30 percent, compared with a 20 percent overall increase in the whole of
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Ireland.123 The 1841 census shows the county’s population to have been 293,880 people, the
majority of whom belonged to the peasant class, living in one-room cabins made from mud and
entirely dependent upon the potato.124 By 1851, the population had decreased to 238,239 people,
a loss of approximately 19 percent, due to death and emigration. By 1847, the worst year of the
Famine, there were 130 workhouses operating in Kerry: 125 were newly constructed and 5 were
enlarged to accommodate the vast numbers of people seeking relief. These workhouses were run
by Poor Law Commissions made up of a staff of nine: clerk to the Board of Guardians, treasurer
of the Union, medical officer of the workhouse, master of the workhouse, matron of the
workhouse, porter, schoolmaster, schoolmistress, and chaplain.125 By December 1847, the Tralee
workhouse, built to house 1,400 inmates, was full, and people were being turned away by the
hundreds. That same year soup kitchens were also established around the county, feeding tens of
thousands of people daily. Emigration did not begin until after the worst years of the Famine had
passed, and was initiated by Lord Lansdowne in Kenmare in 1850 to relieve himself of some of
the 30,000 people still receiving relief paid for by his estate. He offered his tenants free passage
and a small amount of money to leave Kenmare and, by 1853, 4,600 people had accepted—or
had been forced to accept. Other landlords in Kerry followed with similar initiatives. Valentia
Island would also adopt a “free emigration” scheme thirty years later.126
“The Town that Climbs the Mountain”
The small town of Cahersiveen sits on the western side of the Iveragh Peninsula in South
Kerry. Described by Sigerson Clifford as the town that “climbs the mountain and looks upon the
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sea” in his ballad “The Boys of Barr na Sráide,” the town has both a coastal and mountainous
landscape.127 A relatively young town, Cahersiveen did not begin to develop until the early
nineteenth century, thanks to the expansion of infrastructure by Alexander Nimmo, a Scottish
engineer.128 By 1821, the population had grown from five houses to 205 inhabitants and
population growth rapidly continued, reaching a population of 6,315 inhabitants in the town and
surrounding area by 1841.129
Cahersiveen and the Famine
Kieran Foley writes, “A combination of remoteness, high population density, pre-existing
poverty and excessive dependence on the potato made much of the Iveragh peninsula very
vulnerable to famine and its awful consequences.”130 Fr. James Healey, a parish priest in
Cahersiveen, reported to the local relief committee in 1845 that, “…from one half to two thirds
of the potato stores were totally unfit for human consumption. There are up to 3,000 souls in the
parish who have no food but the infected potato.”131 Father Healey also commented on the
inability of the people to use the sea as a resource for food, writing, “The fishing in Cahirciveen
has been very bad due to the weather so that there is no resort to the sea for food and dreadful
consequences are foreseen if timely relief is not given.”132 Nevertheless, in the first year of the
Famine, the area fared reasonably well due to government importation of Indian corn sold by
relief committees, a food store operated by the coastguard, and the implementation of several
public works initiatives. No deaths from starvation were recorded during 1845 and there were
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hopes that with a successful harvest in 1846, Iveragh would weather the Famine successfully.
Sadly, this was not the case. With the total failure of the potato crop in 1846, along with the
change in power of the British government, which placed heavy restrictions on the sale of meal
and made public works both the financial responsibility of the local relief committees and the
primary form of relief, the area began to suffer greatly.133
The Cahersiveen Relief Committee petitioned the British government heavily throughout
1846 for the sanction of public works, relief aid, and funding for fever hospitals, but their
requests went unanswered until October of that year. However, hunger and disease proliferated
and panic in the town was rising. In December 1846 there was threat of a riot as a thousand
desperate and starving people “threatened to storm the government store in Cahersiveen.”134
Father Healey tried to calm the crowd but it was Dr. James Barry, a local physician, who was
able to stem the violence and looting by distributing three tons of government meal to the
crowd.135
The Bahaghs Workhouse
Similar to other places in Ireland and in Kerry, Cahersiveen built a workhouse to provide
relief within its Poor Law Union, opening for admittance on October 17, 1846, with a capacity
for two hundred inmates. Originally a private residence owned by Charles O’Connell, son-in-law
of Daniel O’Connell, the building and its grounds were sold to the Cahersiveen Union for use as
a workhouse and fever hospital. Almost immediately upon opening, the workhouse was
overwhelmed with applicants, so many so that most were turned away. A letter to the Poor Law
Commission from the Board of Guardians on October 29, 1846 describes the conditions, “…in
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consequence of the scarcity of provisions we are reluctantly compelled to reject the majority of
applicants for admittance this day until next week.”136 Due to high demands for entry into the
workhouse, it was expanded to accommodate 400 inmates in 1847. Even so, in February 1847
over 500 inmates were residing in the workhouse, which was falling into considerable debt.
Nellie Ó Cléirigh writes, “Conditions in Irish Workhouses were designed to make life difficult so
that they would not be overwhelmed with applicants.”137 Indeed, the workhouse was described as
a “last resort” by a local author and historian, “Now, going to the workhouse, people weren’t that
mad about the workhouses because when a family went to the workhouse, the women were
separated from the men and from the children and it broke up the family. It was a last resort.”138

Figure 4.1 Front view of the Cahersiveen Workhouse (Source: Erin Rowan)
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Figure 4.2 Aerial view of the workhouse property (Source: www.osi.ie)
There were five separate wards within the workhouse, separating men, women, boys and
girls, and children under the age of two. Inmates were expected to earn their keep and the men
worked at clearing fields, breaking rocks, and building walls and roads. The women spun wool
and knitted. Strict rules regarding clothing and behaviour were enforced by the Master and
Matron of the workhouse, and punishments for breaking the rules of the workhouse included an
extra hour of work or the withholding of food. Two meals a day consisting of porridge made
from Indian meal served with either a small bit of rice milk or bread were served, and were eaten
in total silence. George Nicholls, a Poor Law Commissioner of the Cahersiveen Union, said of
the workhouse conditions, “It is necessary for Workhouse inmates to be worse clothed, worse
lodged and worse fed than the independent labourers of the district.”139 This prejudiced belief
that the Irish were trying to get something for nothing was at the heart of this punitive system of
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social assistance, aimed not at helping those in need but discouraging any dependence on the
government. Emily Mark Fitzgerald writes:
[The workhouse’s] association with despondency and social humiliation was
intentional: the forbidding architecture, forced separation of families, cramped
and regimented living conditions and strict tests of admission were meant to
discourage entry except for the most desperate cases, and in any event only eight
were designed to hold more than 1,000 people. As a form of charitable aid the
workhouse was a product of mixed and conflicting ambitions: to perform a
Christian duty of care for the poor, while also serving as a deterrent against the
sort of moral weakness which led to extreme poverty—all at the smallest financial
cost possible.140
Similar prejudices against the poor in England and attitudes in the distribution of relief
certainly existed in England as well but were heightened in Ireland where the peasant class was
deemed to be of a sub-human level. In evidence was the “psychological sink through which
Britain “poured its ills”—particularly its fears, paranoia, and abhorrence of the Irish people.141
This moral superiority and utter lack of empathy are evident in a report made by a Temporary
Inspector of the workhouse, Colonel Clarke, in 1848:
I considered my appointment—Temporary Inspector in the Cahersiveen
workhouse—to embrace a two-fold duty: in the first place to see that the laws for
the relief of the poor were carried out to their fullest integrity and in the second to
produce a moral revolution in the minds of the people by convincing them that
their well-being depended on their own industry and exertions and not in
becoming craving recipients of food wrung from the means of those scarcely
better-off than themselves.142
That the Famine was viewed as a teaching tool, instead of the catastrophe that it was,
speaks to the unsympathetic and even sadistic view of the Irish by the British. Instead of being
viewed and treated as human beings in need, they were regarded as unscrupulous leeches, willing
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to take from anyone foolish enough to let them. It is no wonder, given these attitudes, that the
workhouse was considered a last resort. That so many begged to be admitted into this crowded,
disease-ridden, and cruel institution gives insight into how terrible the conditions outside the
workhouse must have been.

Figure 4.3 Side view of the Cahersiveen Workhouse. The field was cleared and the stone wall
built by the inmates of the workhouse, leaving a distinct mark of the Famine on the landscape.
(Source: Erin Rowan)
The Board of Guardians
Maurice O’Connell, chairman of the Cahersiveen Relief Committee, petitioned heavily
for government relief throughout 1846. On September 15, 1846 he listed Cahersiveen as one of
seven locations in Iveragh that were in desperate need of government grain depots writing that,
“…the people will either be starved—fed with inferior provisions or charged exorbitant prices if
a Government supply is not sent and kept up at the Coast Guard Stations.”143 The response from
Redington, however, was unsympathetic:
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…it is not the intention of the Government to interfere where there is a reasonable
expectation of the Market being supplied by Mercantile Enterprise—Depots are,
however, being established in those districts to which the ordinary operations of
the provision trade have not extended—but these will not be opened while food
can be obtained at reasonable prices…nor will the meal be sold at a price below
what would [be] afforded a private dealer…144
As conditions around the country worsened in 1847, the Cahersiveen Board of Guardians
came under fire for the living conditions of the workhouse. An article in the Kerry Evening Post
in May 1847 levelled a serious charge against the Board:
While one particle of humanity is left among us, it is impossible not to feel that
laws enacted professedly for the relief of the poor should be effectively
administered—yet it is notorious that a body of paupers applied for admission to
the Poor-house [in Cahersiveen], and they were to a man rejected. A sealed order
of the Commissioners was pleaded as an excuse. The Medical officer and a
clergyman unite in praying the Guardians to give them some temporary relief,
even one pound of meal, to get back to their huts. Their prayer is attended only to
be rejected—and the death of three human beings is the result, in less than 24
hours—almost at the door of the Poor-house. In seven days after this tragedy, the
number of inmates is counted—about a dozen died in hospital—a few more were
discharged—the number which the house was destined to contain was found less
by 88—no account is given how long it continued so—88 are admitted; and thus
do the guardians, by their own act, show that the union was made to dance to the
tune of supplying rations for 400, while the number was not in the workhouse,
and three human beings are consigned to an untimely grave. May heaven defend
the poor from such Guardians!!145
The Board of Guardians was made of up members of the Cahersiveen community,
generally prominent farmers and landowners. It is also important to note that they were not
necessarily British Protestants but, in many cases, were Irish Catholics. Mary Daly writes,
“Many people were prospering in pre-Famine Ireland; the majority of them not landlords.”146
When the potato blight arrived, it placed the most pressure on small tenant farms and cottiers,
while those who were well-off before the Famine benefited from the now higher grain and potato
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prices.147 Relatives of Daniel O’Connell, known as the Liberator for his work in achieving
Catholic Emancipation, served on the Board as well as members of other Catholic landowning
families in Cahersiveen. This may have created some divisions within the community, with some
begging for relief from their neighbours who were in charge of making some difficult decisions
under constrained circumstances. Stories such as this one have the potential to create lasting
resentment and rifts in the community. As one local business owner said, “No one wants to talk
about the Famine around here because it was their relatives who were making money off the
workhouse.”148 The legacy of the Famine makes for some difficult conversations, some of which
are easier not to have at all in a small town.
Later that year the Board of Guardians was dissolved and replaced by two paid viceguardians, the poor conditions in the workhouse and the lack of attendance to Board meetings
cited as the reasons for the Board’s dismissal.149 Once again, the Guardians were vilified by the
Kerry Evening Post:
…the management of the affairs of that Union had devolved almost exclusively
on three of four illiterate rustic Guardians who possessed neither the intelligence
not the honesty to discharge their duties properly—the ex-officio members of the
Board (except Doctor Barry, and occasionally Mr. James O’Connell) having
absented themselves from the weekly meetings. …all of these gentlemen will rue
the day that they were foolish enough not to make an effort to preserve their
privileges from slipping through their fingers.150
This unmitigated disgust and hatred for Irish farmers and cottiers, painting them as
illiterate, unintelligent, and corrupt, was an attitude strongly felt by both the British government
and public at the time of the Famine and is reflected in this Protestant and conservative
newspaper. The paupers of Ireland were certainly viewed as backward, lazy, and even
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subhuman, but the greatest abhorrence of all was reserved for the Irish farmers, who, in the eyes
of the British government and public, were directly responsible for the poverty and famine in
Ireland.151 This deep resentment towards the Irish farmers for mismanaging their properties and
failing to make any economic improvements was the foundation of provisions in the Poor Law
that made local tenants solely responsible for funding relief, as discussed in the previous chapter.
152

Conditions improved with the appointment of the vice-guardians and Cahersiveen’s
capacity of relief was expanded to support 1,200 inmates, using sheds, outbuildings, and
auxiliary workhouses to provide shelter for the increasingly destitute pauper population.153 At the
height of the Famine, in February 1848, 1,241 inmates were recorded as living in the
workhouse.154 Despite these improvements, however, daily life in the workhouse was a rigorous
and difficult one, with fever and disease thriving in the crowded conditions.155

Figure 4.4 The fever shed and workhouse infirmary (Source: Erin Rowan)
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Shruth Gréine Cemetery
Those who died in the workhouse were buried in Shruth Gréine cemetery, located
approximately two kilometres away. A local farmer was contracted to transport the dead from
the workhouse to Shruth Gréine and bury them there. Most of the graves are marked only by
plain stones; many have no marker at all. All of the documents kept by the Board of Guardians
pertaining to the workhouse from 1844 to 1905 have been lost or destroyed, leaving little to no
record of those who lived and died within the walls of the Cahersiveen workhouse.156

Figure 4.5 Shruth Gréine cemetery (Source: Erin Rowan)
In 1996, 150 years after the Famine, the owners of the workhouse property and the
students of Coars National School erected a monument at Shruth Gréine commemorating those
who died in the workhouse. The monument, a stone slab taken from the workhouse, reads, “Pray
for us, the people who died during the Great Famine and are buried in this graveyard,” the words
inscribed in Irish on the slab itself and in English on a smaller plaque beneath. This pays tribute
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to the victims of the Famine and also honours the Irish language, which was devastated by the
Famine.157 This heavy blow to the Irish language, which will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter Six, has disrupted and distorted the folk memories of the Famine that were recorded and
which are accessible today. Many of the Irish speakers who survived the Famine were illiterate
and thus unable to record their stories in writing, if they had been willing to do so. The Irish
Folklore Commission’s Schools’ Collection, whereby schoolchildren recorded stories of the
Famine that had survived orally, is a valuable resource. There is much, however, that will never
be known.

Figure 4.6 The monument and the English inscription at Shruth Gréine (Source: Erin Rowan)
Both the Bahaghs workhouse and Shruth Gréine cemetery occupy a peripheral position
on the landscape of Cahersiveen and Iveragh. Figure 4.6 shows the distance from Cahersiveen to
the workhouse at Bahaghs and the distance from the workhouse to Shruth Gréine. John Crowley
notes:
The ruins of this workhouse and the burial place at Srugreana are sites of memory
which in their own understated way capture the essence of the Famine story.
There are no signposts leading to Bahaghs or the unmarked graves at Srugreana—
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they are largely out of sight and out of mind which mirrors indeed the attitude of
contemporaries who wished to remove the poor from their “gaze.”158
The physical isolation of these two important landmarks of local Famine history has
contributed to the psychological and social peripherality of the memories of the Famine,
particularly at a local level. In this way, the Famine has been metaphorically “islanded.” Its
history and memory has been set apart from daily life and is not readily accessed. Instead, it is
surrounded by an ocean of vagueness and silence. This difficulty and reluctance to access the
history and memory that is so readily available on the landscape will be discussed in more detail
in the following section.

Figure 4.7 The location of Shruth Gréine cemetery relative to Cahersiveen (Source: www.osi.ie)
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Figure 4.8 The location of the Cahersiveen Workhouse relative to Shruth Gréine (Source:
www.osi.ie)
Local Memory and Landscape
The workhouse still stands today, partially in ruin, privately owned. One inhabitant of the
town explained its status as such: “…there has never been funding to recreate it but then I think
people hadn’t the appetite for recreating something that was so sad.”159 It certainly is an
important piece of the area’s history, a history that not everyone is comfortable confronting. One
local resident describes how the passing of time has helped to start the conversation, but many
locals are reluctant to delve too deeply into their history. Many families in the area have been
there for generations and would have had ancestors who worked in the workhouse or who sold
their crops for export while their neighbours starved.160 It is a difficult thing to reconcile, what
one’s ancestors had to do in order to survive. The landscape of Cahersiveen holds many
memories of the Famine but locals are not necessarily accessing those memories. Even the two
local national schools, whose students learn about the Famine as part of the school curriculum,
do not make use of sites such as the workhouse or Shruth Gréine as part of teaching the Famine.
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There seems to be some ambivalence to local memory of the Famine, the focus being more on
the impact on Ireland overall and on other famines in the world, both historically and currently.
The workhouse also houses multiple memories for the people of Cahersiveen, as it served as a
prison during the Irish Civil War (1922-1923). A particularly haunting memory of this time is of
March 12, 1923, when five local men imprisoned in the workhouse were taken to a nearby field,
shot, and then blown up. A memorial cross now stands at the roadside where this terrible act
occurred and reads, along with the names of the five men, “May they and those who killed them
rest in peace. May God send peace and love to our country.”161 That the memorial mentions not
only those who died but also those who were on the other side of the conflict speaks to the
incredible pain that this history holds for many. The memories of both the Famine and the Civil
War have the potential to be very divisive, particularly at a local level. It is easier to focus on
more general and national memories in order to maintain peace within the community. The Irish
Civil War remains a contentious piece of history and the workhouse is a part of this history just
as it is of the Famine.
Local Folklore
Some local Famine folklore persists in Cahersiveen, thanks to a few dedicated
storytellers. The most famous of these is Seán Ó Conaill, born in Iveragh in 1853. Though Ó
Conaill could not read or write, he had a tremendous capacity for memory and storytelling. Since
he was an Irish speaker, most of his stories would have been lost forever if it had not been for a
young man from County Antrim, who came to Ballinskelligs to learn Irish. He was put in contact
with Ó Conaill and wrote down all the stories that he could. The collection was eventually
published as Seán Ó Conaill’s Book and contains stories and folklore from Iveragh on a wide
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range of topics.162 Ó Conaill’s stories about “The Bad Time” feature many of the aspects of
Famine folklore in Ireland: the daily and routine encounters with death, evictions, and the long
days of hard labour for a meager bowl of meal. There is also a tale of miraculous generosity
embedded within these tales of sorrow and suffering:
I heard a man say he had heard his father say that his father before him had a
cabbage-garden; and poor creatures travelling would pick a cabbage leaf and eat it
in any garden they could get it. Some of the farmers chased them off because they
would ruin the cabbage by continually peeling off the leaves. He said his own
father had never interfered with them and let them eat away; and after that, he
said, no cabbage-garden in the parish was better than his. Every stalk whitened,
and you could hear the stalks bursting every night you went the road. He was
none the worse for the poor people’s picking, and he used to say it was probably
God’s reward to him for allowing it and not interfering with them.163
As seen in the previous chapter, the scientific social impacts of famine and the
contrasting body of folklore, which is full of stories of generosity and strength in religious faith
are not always in harmony. It also highlights what people choose to remember and pass down to
future generations. The devastation and psychological impacts of the Famine are lessened by the
focus on generosity and faith during those years rather than on scarcity and hopelessness. Famine
memories are necessarily selective, choosing to remember that which fits an individual’s or
community’s needs, and leaving out what does not fit that narrative.
Conclusions
The study of Cahersiveen provides examples of the impacts of the potato blight, poor
relief policies, and population on a local scale. Famine experience depended very much on these
local factors, which in turn have shaped local memory. These factors will also be at play in the
case of Valentia Island, with very different results and local memories. Overall, the town of
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Cahersiveen saw an increase in population from 1841 to 1851, the population rising from 6,315
to 6,559 during those ten years.164 At first glance, it appears that Cahersiveen may have not
experienced the Famine very severely, if at all. However, this increase in population was likely
due to those in the neighbouring villages and countryside migrating into Cahersiveen town to
seek admission to the workhouse. This is evidenced by looking at the overall population change
in the Barony of Iveragh from 28,201 in 1841 to 26,937 in 1851, an overall loss of 1,264
people.165 While the decline is perhaps not as drastic as in other areas in Ireland, the people of
Cahersiveen and Iveragh certainly did suffer the effects of the potato blight and the area was
absolutely distressed, as evidenced by the workhouse accounts and graves of Shruth Gréine.
One hundred and seventy years after the Famine, local folk memory and history persists
in Cahersiveen. There are still significant marks on the landscape that serve as daily—although
at times unconscious—reminders of the Famine times and of the people who lived and died
during them. Most of the local memories of the Famine in Cahersiveen are negative, recalling
corrupt officials and landlords, crowded workhouses, and unmarked graves. There is also a sense
of reluctance to look too closely at the Famine times, perhaps for fear of what one will find. This
hesitance, along with the lack of official records of those times, means that many of the victims’
stories have been lost forever. They live on only in the periphery, pieced together incompletely
by the remaining Famine landmarks and the memory and efforts of a few local scholars.
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Chapter Five: The Famine on Valentia Island
As seen in the previous chapters, Famine experience was highly variable and dependent
on locality. This is very evident in the case of Cahersiveen and Valentia Island. This chapter will
outline the experience of Valentia Island during the Famine and compare this experience with
Cahersiveen, showing the power of local relief efforts on the overall welfare of the residents.
These differences in relief are reflected in the folk memories of the Famine specific to
Cahersiveen and on Valentia Island, particularly with respect to local influential figures. Thus,
local differences in Famine experience not only affect how the Famine is remembered but also to
what extent it is present in modern consciousness and memory.
An important component of this folk memory is the landscape of the island. As in
Cahersiveen, there are many peripheral reminders of the Famine set into the landscape of
Valentia, often reflecting the oral histories and memories that have survived and persisted of that
time. As Alexandra Walsham writes, “…the landscape is a repository of the collective memory
of its inhabitants, a mnemonic to their knowledge of previous eras, and a source of ideas about
their social identity.”166 This memory is reflected in the roads, the walls, the fields, the buildings,
the monuments, and the graveyards in Cahersiveen and Valentia. A single stone marking the
resting place of a workhouse inmate or the one remaining wall of a Famine-era cottage hold so
much of the past and have the power to evoke so many memories and emotions.
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Islandness and the “island effect” are also factors in how Valentia experienced the
Famine, with its bounded geography and close-knit, closed society mitigating the effects of the
potato blight. A resident landlord, small size, the presence of industry, and an intimate
community all contributed to make Valentia’s Famine story very different from that of
Cahersiveen and from the rest of Ireland. The island paradox of boundedness is apparent in the
story of Valentia: its small size and distinct borders mean that it is easily envisioned and used as
a piece of property and yet it is separate and independent from the mainland. Elizabeth
Deloughrey writes, “…islands are simultaneously isolated yet deeply susceptible to migration
and settlement.”167 Valentia Island embodies this trope fully, owned and governed almost in its
entirety by a single dynasty, the Knight of Kerry, separate from the mainland of Ireland
politically, economically, and socially. Valentia is also part of an Irish and Atlantic archipelago,
one of the metaphorical “stepping stones of dominion” of the British Empire.168 The island’s
position in this chain, compared to the position of Cahersiveen and other Irish islands, gives
Valentia a distinct island identity and Famine memory.
Development and Population
Valentia Island has an area of 26 square kilometres and lies approximately one kilometre
off the coast of Reenard Point and approximately six kilometres from Cahersiveen. There is
evidence of human habitation on the island since the Early Christian period with several holy
wells on the island as well as signs of early farming practices, perhaps left by the monks who
lived on the nearby Skellig Michael island. The Cromwellian invasion of Ireland in the
seventeenth century reached Valentia Island and left its mark on the island’s landscape in the
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form of two forts, one at the north and the other at the south of the island.169 It is evident from
the early history of the island that both the agricultural advantages of the landscape and the
island’s strategic location were recognized.
Today, the island is accessible by car ferry from Reenard Point in the warmer months and
has year-round bridge access from the South-West end of the island via Portmagee. The island
was unbridged until 1970, despite a lengthy campaign, which was delayed throughout the
twentieth century by the First and Second World Wars, the 1916 Rising, the Irish War of
Independence, and the Irish Civil War.170 Thus, during the Famine and for over one hundred
years after, Valentia was an island without a fixed link, a factor which Stephen Royle identifies
as preserving an island’s “individual status.”171 The only method of travel to and from the island
was by boat. John Crowley notes that despite the bridging of the island in 1970, the island “has
still managed to retain its own distinctive identity.”172
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Figure 5.1 Map of Valentia Island (Source: Atlas of the Great Irish Famine)
The island has two villages, Chapeltown and Knightstown, both established in the
nineteenth century. Chapeltown, located in the centre of the island, is the older and smaller of the
two. Knightstown, like Cahersiveen, was designed by Alexander Nimmo as commissioned by Sir
Maurice FitzGerald, the 18th Knight of Kerry in 1830.173 Until 1913, Chapeltown was the site of
the only Catholic church on the island, despite the overwhelming Catholic majority on the
island.174 In 1834, there were 2,703 Catholics living on Valentia and only 93 Protestants. Over
the next forty years the Catholic population declined while the Protestant population increased
slightly, suggesting the Protestant population to be less affected by the Famine and emigration.175
When looking simply at the population changes between 1841 and 1851 in the area, it would
appear that the Iveragh peninsula, and in particular Cahersiveen and Valentia, was not greatly
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affected by the Famine. Valentia experienced a slight decrease in population, fewer than 575
people over the ten-year period. However, as Kieran Foley notes, these statistics are deceptive as
they do not account for population growth before the blight hit in 1845 nor the presence of
workhouses and auxiliary workhouses on the Iveragh Peninsula (see Figure 5.1).176

Figure 5.2 Population change in absolute number of persons in parishes in western Iveragh,
1841-1851 (Source: Kieran Foley)
The landscape of Valentia Island is markedly different from Cahersiveen and the rest of
the Iveragh Peninsula. As seen in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, the terrain of Iveragh is very mountainous
and rugged. Most of the low-lying land is peat bog and the higher ground is rocky and
mountainous. There is only a very small portion of the landscape that could be considered arable
land. Valentia, by contrast, is neither mountainous nor boggy. The island’s landscape is green
and fertile, with much more agriculturally viable land than Cahersiveen. Valentia’s landscape
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also includes a valuable slate quarry, which played a considerable role during the Famine in
providing employment for the islanders.

Figure 5.3 Physical features map of the Iveragh Peninsula (Source: terraform.ie)

Figure 5.4 Comparison of the landscape of Cahersiveen (right) and Valentia Island (left)
(Source: Erin Rowan)
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Island Identity
Just as Valentia’s landscape is distinct from that of the rest of Iveragh, so too does it have
a separate layer of identity: an island identity. There is a definite sense of this island identity as
soon as one arrives on the island. Those islanders with whom I spoke often referred to
themselves and others on the island with a collective “we,” suggesting that those who live on the
island consider themselves to be separate from those on the mainland. Not only are they Irish,
from Kerry, and from Iveragh, they are Valentia islanders too. Some local businesses reflect this
island identity as well. One bar in Knightstown, pictured in Figure 5.5, is named “The Island
Bar,” reinforcing the distinctness and separateness of Valentia’s identity and its connection to
islandness. This common sense of identity is reinforced by the strong social ties on islands and
by what Conkling calls “lifeboat ethics,” where islanders band together to adapt to and mitigate
outside threats.177

Figure 5.5 Boston’s: The Island Bar in Knightstown, Valentia Island (Source: Erin Rowan)
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The Knight of Kerry
One of the most influential figures in Valentia’s history is Sir Peter Fitzgerald, the 19th
Knight of Kerry. The Knight of Kerry is one of three hereditary Anglo-Irish knighthoods, dating
back to the thirteenth or fourteenth century. The exact date and manner of their creation is
unclear, but it is known that they originated from the FitzGerald family, a powerful landowning
Norman-Irish clan. The knighthoods were dubbed the White Knight, the Black Knight (the
Knight of Glin), and the Green Knight (the Knight of Kerry). Sir Maurice Fitzgerald, the 14th
Knight of Kerry, fought for the Jacobite army at the Battle of Boyne in 1690, but managed to
retain his lands after the Williamite victory, first through political cooperation and later through
religious conversion. The Fitzgeralds had purchased most of the land on Valentia in the
eighteenth century and began living on the island in 1780. Their estate at Glanleam was built by
Sir Maurice, the 18th Knight of Kerry, in 1820. Sir Maurice was not only known for his kindness
toward his tenants and his development of industry on the island, but also for his faithful
commitment to Catholic Emancipation. Indeed, he refused to take any political office with any
government that did not support Catholic Emancipation. His qualities of industry and
compassion, mirrored in his son and successor Sir Peter Fitzgerald, have made the Knight of
Kerry a beloved figure in Valentia history.178 Indeed, historical interpretations of the information
about the Knights of Kerry paint them as sympathetic and industrious men, committed to the
welfare of their tenants and to the prosperity of their island. Though the Knight of Kerry owned
the majority of land on Valentia, some of the island’s land remained under the ownership of
Trinity College.179 Nellie Ó Cléirigh writes, “Tradition on the island is that the Trinity tenants
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were much worse off than the Knight’s tenants and this was certainly the Knight’s own opinion
when he declared that the Trinity tenants were ‘rack-rented’[charged extortionate rents].”180
A survey of the Trinity College lands in 1845 by Maurice Collice concluded, “College
property was a good example of a grossly overcrowded poverty-stricken estate of the period.”181
This fits the typical image of absentee landlords in Ireland: uncaring members of the Protestant
Ascendency, removed from any direct observations or consequences of the conditions of their
lands and their Catholic tenants. By contrast, Sir Peter was credited with making improvements
to living conditions of his tenants:
He was popular with his tenants because of his genuine concern for them and
especially because he built substantial homesteads for them in place of the
wretched cabins in which they were living. He showed a keen interest in
everything which had a practical bearing on the progress or prosperity of
Ireland…182
There is a noticeable contrast between the accounts of the Knight of Kerry and the typical
memory of landlords in Ireland previously discussed. Instead of “looking for his pound of flesh,”
as so many other landlords are remembered as doing, the Knight of Kerry is remembered as a
benevolent figure in Valentia Island’s history, one who took every measure possible to ensure
the survival of his islanders.183 Some of this overwhelmingly positive memory is due to the
selective nature of the surviving population on the island. Accounts of the Trinity College lands
and tenants are scarce and the “free emigration” initiative of 1883, which will be discussed in
more detail in the next chapter, cleared the island of much of its poorer tenantry.
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Census Data and Interpretations
In 1841, the population of the island was 2,920 people. In 1861, almost a decade after the
worst years of the Famine, it had fallen to 2,240 and, by 1901, there were 1,864 people living on
the island.184 Today, there are only 665 people living on Valentia.185 Figure 5.6 shows the census
information for Kerry Poor Law Unions in 1851 compared to 1841. The Cahersiveen Poor Law
Union saw an overall decrease in population of 2,478 people.

Figure 5.6 Census Summary of Kerry Poor Law Unions, 1841-1851 (Source: Central Statistics
Office Ireland)
Table 5.1 shows the population change for Valentia Island and Cahersiveen from 1841 to
1851. Cahersiveen’s population increased over this period. This is likely a result of migration to
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the town from surrounding areas, including Valentia, during the Famine as people from nearby
villages sought relief from the workhouse.186 The decline in population on Valentia is not due
solely to the Famine, but is a result of a combination of factors including the implementation of a
free emigration initiative (see Chapter Five) and a general decline in population of rural areas in
Ireland. The presence of the workhouse in Cahersiveen, along with emigration, changes in
marriage practices, and lower birth-rates post-Famine distort the census data so that it does not
tell the complete story. The data from table 5.1 alone would suggest that Valentia Island
experienced the Famine much more harshly than Cahersiveen. However, the additional evidence
in the form of relief papers, letters from the Knight of Kerry and the Cahersiveen Board of
Guardians, and the folk memories of the Famine indicate that there is more to the story. The data
is complex and shows that there is no simple or black-and-white way to represent the Famine.
Year

Valentia Island Population

Cahersiveen Town Population

1841

2,920

1,492

1851

2,240 (-23.3%)

1,862

Workhouse:
1,293

Table 5.1 Population change on Valentia Island and Cahersiveen, 1841-1851187
Due to the destruction of the Public Record Office in Dublin in 1922 during the Irish
Civil War, almost all the census records from 1821 to 1851 were lost. In their absence, Sir
Richard Griffith’s valuations of Ireland in 1846 and 1852 have been used, quite effectively, to
fill in the missing information. The Griffith’s evaluations include not only a list of names of
tenants but also description of the tenements themselves and the value of the property. This gives
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insight into not only how many people were living in Ireland at the time but also the living
conditions of those people.188 The census data of 1841 also accounted for quality of housing,
categorizing dwellings as first, second, third, or fourth class according to materials of
construction, number of rooms, and number of windows. In Iveragh, for example, over 70
percent of the 5,129 families in the barony were living in fourth class housing, which were oneroom houses made of mud, showing the peninsula to be very poor.189
On their own, the census data and decline of the population on Valentia indicate that the
island experienced the Famine in a similar way to Cahersiveen, as shown by Figure 5.7. This
map shows a 20.1 to 30 percent decrease in population between 1841 and 1851, indicating that
neither Cahersiveen nor Valentia were immune to the Famine. As noted above, the decline in
population is not solely due to deaths but also takes into account migration and emigration. For
example, the population of Cahersiveen in 1851 does not take into account a separate workhouse
population of 1,293 in the same year. This high workhouse population, especially in the later
years of the Famine, indicates that the town was still under considerable distress, despite the
increase in population from 1841 to 1851.
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Figure 5.7 Percentage population change at electoral division level, 1841-1851. Valentia Island
and Cahersiveen both experienced a population decrease of 20.1-30.0 percent. (Source: Atlas of
the Great Irish Famine)

Within Valentia Island, the Trinity College lands in Tinnies suffered a 25.3% decrease,
slightly higher than most of the other lands on the island. Perhaps most surprising is the place on
Valentia that suffered the greatest decline in population: Glanleam, where the Knight’s own
estate was located. The population in Glanleam decreased from 101 people to 34 people in the
ten years, a tremendous 66.3% decrease. The exact reason for this decline is unknown but
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perhaps it is related to the rumour that Sir Peter evicted a large number of his tenants on his
estate because they spoiled the view of his garden.190 It is important to recognize that the census
data provides only a piece of the puzzle that is the Famine and there are more factors to take into
consideration. Nevertheless, the numbers indicate that Sir Maurice Fitzgerald’s influence on
Valentia Island was perhaps not as beneficial as the folk memory suggests, something which will
be discussed in the next chapter.

Tinnies (Lower East,

Population 1841

Population 1851

Percentage Change

517

386

-25.3%

101

34

-66.3%

Lower West, Upper)
Glanleam

Table 5.2 Population change in Tinnies and Glanleam, Valentia Island, 1841-1851 (Source:
Central Statistics Office Ireland)
Sir Maurice Fitzgerald, 18th Knight of Kerry
Pochin Mould identifies the importance of locality on different experiences during the
Famine as well as the tremendous effects of local relief and industry as a key factor in supplying
that aid. Though the slate reserves and the island’s location certainly had a profound impact on
the island’s history as a whole, perhaps the most significant factor in differentiating Valentia
from the rest of Ireland was the presence of a benevolent resident landlord: the Knight of Kerry.
Two Knights presided over Valentia during the Famine years: Sir Maurice Fitzgerald, 18th
Knight of Kerry until his death in 1849, and his son, Sir Peter Fitzgerald, 19th Knight of Kerry.
Very early on, in November 1845, Sir Maurice recognized the dangers presented by the potato
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blight as well as the unpreparedness of the Poor Law Unions to handle such conditions. In a
letter penned on November 22, 1845, to an unknown addressee he wrote:
It would appear to me, that however advisable it may be, to form associations for
ascertaining the state of local distress, and communicating information to the
Government, it is not at all desirable, to vest in any such bodies the execution of
Public works or the administration of any Relief which the Government in its
benevolence may intend: above all, that no Body can be so utterly unsuited to
such a purpose, as the Guardians of the Poor-law Unions.191
From this letter and from his following correspondence with government officials, it
seems that Sir Maurice decided to take charge of providing relief to his tenants, rather than
leaving them to the mercy of what he judged to be an incompetent group of men on the
mainland. He was not alone in his criticisms of the Guardians. As noted in the previous chapter,
the Guardians were dismissed and replaced after charges of incompetence were brought against
them in the Kerry Evening Post.192 Sir Maurice petitioned extensively and successfully for relief
on the island as well as advocated for the use of Valentia’s harbour as a depot for ships carrying
food from America and for the development of a railway line from Killarney to Valentia.193 On
the 20th of November 1846, the Maurice Fitzgerald wrote to the Chief Secretary:
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Figure 5.8 Letter from the Knight of Kerry to the Chief Secretary
The Knight of Kerry to the Chief Secretary.
Towards Resolutions passed at a meeting of Magistrates, Clergy, Gentry, [-],
assembled at Cahirciveen on the 9th and 10th [-], to the effect that the supplies of
Food for the Western Coast of Ireland should be s[ent] there, direct from
America,- Valencia is the nearest Irish Port to America and it is also the bestrecommend[ed] [for] the mooring of a Depot Vessel in Valencia Harbour, to
receive the supplies direct from N. York-, Pray [--] to obtain a Grant for the
proposed Railway from Killarney to Valen[cia]. The competition of this Railway
will increase the Post office Revenue, [-], and w[ill] be of great national
importance.
That G[-] be applied to for a loan of £6000 to purchase Rye, [Bere [grain]], and
barley, to supply seed to the farmers—the loan to be secured to Govt, by the
Relief Committees of this District.194
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On November 26, 1846, a mere six days later, the Knight’s request for a loan was
granted:

Figure 5.9 Letter confirming the loan of £6000 to the Relief Committee

These efforts have made the Knight of Kerry among the few fondly remembered
landlords in Irish history. This overwhelmingly positive local memory of the Knight represents a
distinct trend in local Famine folklore across Ireland, as identified by Niall Ó Ciosáin:
[Local memory] consists of strictly local knowledge, rarely following an extended
or elaborated narrative, and very often featuring named individuals. Informants
often differentiate between good and bad local landlords, those who employed
their tenants and those who evicted them, or name those who were in charge of
local relief efforts or workhouses. Although this knowledge is often atomised and
fragmentary, it is not necessarily a pure unmediated recollection. There is usually
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a form of mnemonic involved, such as situating that knowledge in space, in the
local landscape, in a way which is familiar from oral history collected particularly
in rural areas.195
The Slate Quarry
One of the factors that differentiated Valentia’s Famine experience from that of the
mainland was the presence of the slate quarry on the island. The quarry is also connected with
Knight’s industry and his generosity on the island during the Famine. Daphne Pochin Mould
writes:
Two things have made the story of Valentia very different from that of any other
Irish island with a community of farmer-fishermen. One is the presence of slate
and flagstone of very high quality. Throughout the nineteenth century, this was
exported not only to London but even across the Atlantic, whilst island craftsmen
worked unexpected and beautiful things from the stone-church fonts, garden seats,
sundials. The other factor is the geographical position of the island, at the
southwest corner of Ireland, an outpost of Europe with a good harbour in the
channel between island and mainland.196
The slate quarry on Valentia meant an additional resource to the typical rural and island
farming and fishing. Additionally, the harbour was a main port in the southwest of Ireland. Relief
ships typically docked at Valentia with goods for Cahersiveen and the rest of the Iveragh
Peninsula.197 This meant that islanders had better access to the resources on these ships than most
places in Ireland, and particularly other Irish islands.
The slate quarry was an exception, particularly in the West of Ireland, as it provided an
industry unrelated to agriculture and was therefore less affected by the potato blight. The
Valentia slate quarry opened for excavation in 1816 and exported its product to high-profile
clients such as Westminster Abbey and Cathedral, the London Houses of Parliament, and the
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Paris Opera House.198 In the case of the London Houses of Parliament, there is a cruel irony in
Irish slate mined by Irish Catholics providing a roof over the heads of the very politicians who
were condemning Ireland to starvation and destitution. Though the quarry originally employed
approximately a hundred islanders, the Knight of Kerry created four hundred additional jobs
during the Famine, providing many islanders with a source of income.199 Of these five hundred
people employed at the quarry, the majority were unskilled labourers, their jobs a result of the
Knight’s desire to lessen the poverty on the island rather than out of necessity for the functioning
of the quarry.200 The workers were generously compensated, earning 2 shillings and 6 pence for
one day’s work—double what labourers on the mainland were paid.201 Not only was work made
accessible and profitable to the islanders, the nature of the work was far more productive than the
menial and often pointless public works of the mainland. The productivity of the slate quarry and
the value placed on its materials may have provided the labourers with a sense of purpose and
self-esteem, as well as a source of income. Compared to the brutal accounts of the public works
on the mainland, where men had to walk miles before and after a twelve-hour workday, and
which were often disorganized and impractical with roads being built to nowhere and building
projects abandoned when money ran out, the work at the Valentia slate quarry is comparably
favourable and allowed the workers to retain their dignity and self-respect.202
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Petitions for Relief
Sir Maurice was instrumental in petitioning for and establishing public works on
Valentia, showing the power of having someone on the ground writing to authorities far away in
Dublin. In contrast to Maurice O’Connell in Cahersiveen, whose petitions for government relief
were unsuccessful, Sir Maurice’s letter received much more positive responses and results. This
is perhaps indicative of the bias towards Irish Catholic landowners, as discussed in Chapter
Three. Not only was it helpful to have someone in the area writing to the government authorities,
it was essential to have the “right” person, that is, a Protestant knight and businessman,
petitioning for relief. In January 1847, the Valentia Relief Committee decided to write to the
Lord Lieutenant and the Board of Works to request funding for the construction of a road from
Corabeg and Cools to Cooskerry. Fitzgerald described the construction project as giving “the
necessary employment to the labouring Poor in this District who are really in a state of the
greatest destitution.”203 That same year, a fishery station was established on the island, whereby
more locals were employed at curing fish.204 These projects provided additional useful work for
the islanders compared to the public works of the mainland or in the workhouse.
Sir Maurice was not alone in petitioning for relief; Reverend John Day, Treasurer of the
Valentia Relief Committee, also sought relief from the government, citing the difficulties of
travelling to the Cahersiveen market from the island and the exorbitant prices being charged for
the goods there:
The position is singularly distressing, surrounded by water which frequently
prevents the possibility of access to the only place in the District where any
market can be said to exist. Even then, at Cahirciveen, the supplies provided by
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the so called merchants, are to be totally exhausted, and the prices lately charged
there may justly be called “famine prices.”205
There was no workhouse on Valentia, but this did not mean there was an absence of relief
available to the islanders. “In May 1847 a temporary fever hospital and dispensary was
established,” which helped to relieve some of the suffering on the island.206 Food was dispensed
out of the Knight’s home at Glanleam in conjunction with the Quaker “Society of Friends.” The
Quakers brought large soup boilers to Valentia and set up a soup kitchen at Glanleam, selling
quarts of soup made from “barley, peas, salt, and water with cuttings of wheaten bread or
biscuit” for three farthings. The Quakers’ mission was “to produce nutritious food at the lowest
price,” which yielded a warm and substantial, although not particularly flavourful, meal.207 The
Quakers supplied over 620 quarts of soup a day, the line of people waiting for food stretching
along the road from Glanleam all the way to Knightstown. In the case of receiving relief, the
small size and scale of the island worked in the islanders’ favour. Nellie Ó Cléirigh writes:
The island benefited from the fact that no part was very remote from Glanleam,
unlike areas where the poor had great difficulty getting to soup kitchens and
carrying away the stirabout, or where there were no soup kitchens near and even
the Workhouse was 30 miles away. A resident landlord and two clergymen were
in a position to look for any aid that was available. This was in direct contrast to
areas of Connacht where there was no one to form any kind of committee.208
The amount of relief available to islanders may have been because of the lack of a
workhouse on the island, not in spite of it. The “resident landlord and two clergymen” of whom
Ó Cléirigh writes were less burdened by the administrative and budgetary constraints of a Poor
Law Union and were tasked with providing a more manageable number of people with food.
Islanders for whom this relief was insufficient would have had to leave Valentia and travel by
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boat and then on foot to the Cahersiveen workhouse, experiencing a sense of exile and
quarantine from their home. It is not known how many islanders left Valentia to seek relief at the
workhouse. The population decrease on the island indicates that several hundred people died or
left the island during the Famine. Those who lived on the Trinity College-owned lands were
generally poorer and had less access to relief on the island suggesting that many of them were
among this number.
Islandness as a Supporting Factor
Valentia’s location and island geography gave the islanders the opportunity to
supplement their farming with fishing which, along with the slate quarry and the public works,
provided more opportunity for islanders to grow food and earn income than in many places in
Ireland. Valentia fishermen employed seine boats, large six-oared vessels that dragged a net
behind. When the net was full, the fish were loaded into an accompanying seine boat and the
process began again. This was a productive and efficient, although certainly strenuous,
mechanism for fishing the waters around Valentia.209 These innovations are indicative of the
heightened degree to which islanders are multi-skilled and able to adapt in order to survive.
Those who were farmers were also fishermen and also worked at the quarry, filling the roles
where necessary to make a living. Godfrey Baldacchino identifies these adaptations as the
“ABCs of island living,” that is, Articulation By Compression, which Laurie Brinklow describes
as “the idea that being bound by water, being set apart is a more—dare I use the word—authentic
way of living, where community and kinship webs matter, where social capital is richer, where
we’re more in touch with and dependent on nature.”210 Role diffusion is both common and
209
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necessary on small islands, where societies are compressed and there are only so many available
to fill the necessary roles:
A complex web of acquaintances, contacts and networks emerges among societies
where there is role diffusion (individuals agree, or are obliged, to work beyond
their job description); role enlargement (individuals have more space for
innovation at work because of leaner hierarchies and often absent superordinates);
and role multiplicity (where individuals wear many hats and practise
polyvalency).211
Though these traits are not exclusive to islanders, the compression of island space and
society forces them to be expressed more strongly and clearly. As Putz described, islanders are
renowned for having “polydextrous and multifaceted competence” out of necessity: people step
into positions of authority or make names for themselves because no one else has come
forward.212
Valentia’s clear borders and separateness from the mainland made it much easier and
more effective for the Knight of Kerry to exercise his “colonial will.”213 Its islandness has set it
apart not only during Famine times, but throughout its history, giving Valentia a distinct sense of
“self-possession” and “self-determination.”214 Sir Maurice Fitzgerald quickly realized in the
early days of the Famine the incapacity of the mainland Guardians of the Poor Law Union to
provide adequate relief to the thousands who would soon be seeking it. Thus, he and several
others on Valentia took it upon themselves to organize relief measures, and did so successfully.
Had this not happened, Valentia and its islanders would have been left to the mercy of the Poor
Law Union and would likely have had a very peripheral Famine experience instead of receiving
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direct and more effective philanthropy. Sir Maurice permitted the islanders to fish from the
waters around the island, permission that was not always given by landlords. In nearby Kenmare,
those who lived there were forbidden from fishing in the waters, and the mortality rates in
Kenmare parish during the Famine indicate that its inhabitants suffered greatly from this
prohibition.215 Poverty placed the majority of the citizens of Ireland on the periphery of society,
particularly during the Famine, through lack of access to education, limited social and legal
rights, and little to no opportunity for economic or social advancement. Valentia’s islandness and
the direct charity provided on the island by the Knight of Kerry guarded against this
marginalization. It also maintained the social fabric and structure of the island, keeping it from
disintegrating as is common during periods of famine and starvation (see Chapter Three). Patrick
Nunn writes, “…many island societies have remarkable adaptive abilities, perhaps the most
significant and widespread of which are the support networks and self-sufficiency exhibited by
island communities.”216 The preservation of these social institutions, ties, and rituals further
contributed to the island’s resilience.
Kuijt et al. write:
Islands are unique places with inspiring people. As physical locations, islands
exist in spaces that are isolated, influenced by national government policies,
impacted by global forces, yet ultimately formed in the cultural consciousness,
history and experiences of islanders. Islanders, in the past and the present, have
always been connected to economic, cultural and social worlds beyond their
immediate shores, for they have historically fished for a living, were connected to
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foreign markets, and are voracious absorbers of news and analysis of the worlds
beyond their shores.217
This contrast between the physical separateness of a small island and the connectedness
to the outside world, particularly in the form of the fishing industry and outside markets, is
something that is evident in Valentia’s history. The island’s superior access to the sea, as well as
the equipment innovations made by the islanders, moderated the effects of the loss of the potato
crops and provided an alternate food source for the islanders. Likewise, the slate quarry provided
an alternate source of income, mitigating the effects of the potato blight and the Famine. The
slate quarry provided a distinct island advantage separate from the rest of Iveragh while also
connecting Valentia to Britain and mainland Europe. Valentia’s port adds an additional element
to the paradox of separateness and connectedness on the island. The port provided a strong
connection to the rest of Ireland and to North America making the island, in some ways, more
connected and less isolated than Cahersiveen, which had no port. By capitalizing on both its
separateness and its links with the rest of the world, Valentia demonstrates once again the
adaptability and resilience of small islands to use their size and location to their advantage.
Valentia Island can be imagined as part of two distinct archipelagos: the Irish
archipelago, consisting of the island of Ireland and the other islands belonging to it, and that of
the British Isles, what J.G.A. Pocock calls the “Atlantic archipelago.”218 These archipelagos form
island chains, not only geographically, but also with respect to colonialism and power. Though
theoretically subservient and under the control of the larger islands of Ireland and Great Britain,
Valentia’s separation from these islands by the sea allowed it a large degree of autonomy.
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Stratford et al. place the archipelago “…at the core of the constitution of civilizations, collective
identities and sovereign states…”219 They write:
…the word [archipelago] refers to a collective of insulated—rather than insular—
communities. They are not separated by water but by cultural difference and
history. Accordingly, this word, archipelago, rich in ancient resonance, also
carries the weight of those histories and discourses.220
In many ways Valentia was insulated from the pressures of the Famine, giving rise to a
distinct history and identity, separate from both Great Britain and from Ireland. Though it had a
colonial history, much like the rest of Ireland, its small geographical size and desirable location
and resources meant that it was colonized and governed primarily by one landlord: the Knight of
Kerry. During the Famine, this was to Valentia’s distinct advantage. After the Famine, as will be
discussed in the following chapter, the implications of one individual’s power over an island
would have a different effect on the islanders.
The Role of the Landlord
From the historical evidence available, it is clear that Sir Maurice Fitzgerald played a
pivotal role on the island during the Famine. The role of the landlord is shown to be an important
one in other areas of Ireland as well, both island and mainland. In Ulster, the Stronge family
provided employment to all who sought it and prepared soup in their home for sale and, in some
cases, donation, in the village of Tynan.221 It is important, however, to keep in mind that this
generosity is always relative. Conditions were so poor throughout Ireland during the Famine that
it was not necessarily difficult for a landlord to seem benevolent in comparison with others. Nor
did a benevolent or “improving” landlord guarantee complete security from the Famine. When
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the Famine reached its peak in 1847, workhouses and public works were overwhelmed across the
country, even in Ulster, where “there is some evidence to show that landlords [there] were more
generous.”222 Public works in Ulster were shut down and the government removed all forms of
aid, placing the responsibility for relief on the landlords, many of whom were already bankrupt.
Nor did Ulster’s linen industry provided any considerable means of relief or alternate income, as
many weavers had already sold their looms.223 This provides an interesting contrast with
Valentia, highlighting not only the power of a single individual on a small, bounded space but
also of the space itself. Valentia provided a much more manageable domain on which to mitigate
the pressures of the Famine, and the island separateness and close-knit society moderated the
outside threats to the island’s industries, economy, and social ties.
The Godfrey estate in Milltown, Co. Kerry, shows evidence of a similar approach to its
tenantry as the Fitzgeralds’ on Valentia. Like Sir Maurice, Sir William Godfrey was sympathetic
to Catholic Emancipation as his wife was a Roman Catholic and his daughters were all raised in
the Catholic faith. The Godfreys lived in Milltown, which meant that their tenants, who were
primarily dairy farmers, dealt with their landlord directly as opposed to through middlemen. The
lands on the Godfrey estate were better and more arable than most of the land on the Iveragh
Peninsula, and much of the land was used as pasture for dairy cows which provided an alternate
source of income for the tenant farmers. These farmers subletted plots of land to cottiers, which
generally had poorer housing and land conditions, usually only enough land for a small potato
plot. Sir William’s wife, Mary Teresa Godfrey, set up a soup kitchen during the Famine which
dispensed food three times a week. The similarities of the Godfrey estate to the Fitzgerald estate
both before and during the Famine are thus numerous. One important and interesting difference
222
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between Milltown and Valentia, however, was that Milltown, despite being on the mainland and
physically much closer to Tralee and Killarney, was comparatively more isolated than
Valentia.224 “The poor infrastructure [between Milltown and the larger towns and centres of
relief in Kerry] hindered the transport of provisions.”225 Valentia, with its port, was relatively
connected and thus experienced less difficulty in obtaining resources. The fluidity of the borders
of an island space, which is at once both bounded and open, shows one of the ways that an island
can use its geography to its advantage.

Figure 5.10 Map of Milltown, Co. Kerry in relation to Tralee and Killarney (Source: Google
Maps)
Conclusions
Although times were difficult on Valentia during the Famine, as they were for all of
Ireland, the conditions on the island were mitigated by several factors. The presence of the
Knight of Kerry as a resident landlord on the island was crucial in the financing of relief and in
the management of the slate quarry. The provision of hundreds of extra jobs at the quarry during
the years of the Famine likely saved even more lives. Valentia’s small size made it easier for
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islanders to seek relief and employment, and its access to the ocean, along with its effective
fishing equipment and methods, provided a source of food untouched by the blight. Instead of an
island prison, like Alcatraz or Elba, Valentia became something of a utopia in comparison to the
rest of Ireland at the time: a safe and relatively prosperous space that promised a higher quality
of life and higher degree of autonomy than the mainland. All of these factors have contributed to
a lasting sense of gratitude among the islanders towards both their Knight and their island for
providing for them in their time of need. Valentia’s history shows the profound effect that a
single individual can have on a small, clearly defined space. This “power of one”226 is a common
theme on small islands and shapes the histories and economies of small islands accordingly,
building resilience and strength apart from the mainland. It also helped to maintain the social
structures and capital that are crucial for a small island’s economic success. The “role diffusion,”
“role enlargement,” and “role multiplicity” that is moderated on small islands survived under the
authority of Sir Maurice and Sir Peter Fitzgerald, giving the island a measure of communal
structure, as those who were hungry were not starving. This relative stability of the island
compared to the mainland during the Famine has framed the memories of the Famine and of the
Knight of Kerry, particularly Sir Peter Fitzgerald, in a more positive way, as will be discussed in
the next chapter.
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Chapter Six: The Aftermath and Legacy of the Famine in
Cahersiveen and Valentia Island
After the Famine ended in 1852, starvation and emigration on a grand scale came to a
close. However, just as the living conditions of the peasant class were poor before the Famine
began, there was not a drastic or immediate improvement in their lives in 1852. The Famine did
however set in motion several drastic changes, particularly on Valentia Island, and created
lasting landmarks and memories. It would impact Irish culture and language and would leave a
scar on the psyche of the Irish people, both at home and on those forced abroad by emigration.
This wound would not heal quickly and would be reopened often, serving an important role in
republican campaigns in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries for an independent Irish republic.
For most, though, it would be too painful a time to reckon with until years later, a chapter in their
history better left unopened.
Equally important to the direct economic, political, and cultural consequences of the
Famine and the subsequent emigration and depopulation, are the impacts on memory,
understanding, and interpretation of this history. In addition to examining the consequences of
the Famine, this chapter will attempt to identify what people have drawn from these implications.
How do the people of Cahersiveen and Valentia understand their history, both locally and
nationally? How has this history influenced their and Ireland’s views towards others in similar
situations? How are memories and understandings of the Famine reflected in the day-to-day life
of Cahersiveen and Valentia? This chapter will examine these questions from both a local and
national perspective, looking at the local, cultural, psychological, national, and international
impacts of the Famine.
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Post-Famine Evictions and Emigration on Valentia
The Famine years saw emigration on a massive scale, with anyone who could afford to
get out of Ireland leaving. In Kerry, the latter part of the Famine brought about a new kind of
emigration: “paid” or “free” emigration, first introduced in Kenmare by Lord Lansdowne in
1851. Lansdowne, who was responsible for the relief of tens of thousands of individuals living
on his estate, decided that it would be cheaper to just pay them to leave and so began to offer free
passage and a small amount of money to those living on his lands. The word “offer” is used
somewhat loosely as there is evidence to suggest that his tenants did not have much of a choice
in the matter.227 Lansdowne’s agent, W.S. Trench, wrote in 1852, “Nothing but successive
failures of the potato…could have produced the emigration which will, I trust, give us room to
become civilised.”228 Trench became Lansdowne’s agent in 1849, in the latter part of the
Famine. Unimpressed with the work of his predecessor, James Hickson, Trench saw and used the
Famine as a tool to effect the “improvements” he felt that Kenmare desperately needed. Gerard J.
Lyne writes:
By the time of [Trench’s] advent the social moulds…had all been shattered by the
Famine. The population had been decimated and the spirit of the people, together
with their grip on the land, was broken. The creation of a new social order at the
hands of an ‘improving’ agent was thus greatly facilitated.229
Though the potato blight had gone, tenant conditions were still poor throughout Ireland,
including on Valentia. The landlord/tenant relationship also continued to be strained.230 In 1872,
Sir Peter, in an effort to consolidate his land on Valentia into larger and more profitable holdings,
took possession of 540 acres in Ballyhearny, on the southeast coast of the island. Those tenants
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who were evicted were allotted land in Corobeg, which one tenant’s son described to the Irish
Folklore Commission as “cold waste mountain.”231 Sir Peter defended his actions, saying that the
land divisions created by his father and the subdivisions created by his father’s land agents had
left much of Valentia’s land occupied by cottiers “…of the very poorest class…” with “…every
one of the stipulated dwellings in ruins or nearly so….”232 Interestingly, Sir Peter continues to be
remembered very fondly on Valentia, remembered not for his evictions but for his family’s
charity and relief efforts on Valentia during the Famine. Only one resident of Cahersiveen
brought up this darker side of Sir Peter Fitzgerald’s seemingly spotless legacy:
[Sir Peter Fitzgerald] had 298 landholders and 205 cottiers. Now they weren’t
nothing to him, he was supposed to be a good landlord but it was in his interest to
get rid of them as well. He was regarded as being good because he set up the slate
quarry in Valentia but again, I suppose that’s what everybody sets out to do is to
make money. He was in it for the money as well. And yet he was regarded as a
good landlord. Landsdowne and those in Kemare were regarded as bad landlords,
what must they have been like?233
Relativity certainly plays a role in memory, particularly with respect to landlords. There
were so many terrible landowners, many in the very near vicinity of Valentia, that they made
others seem favourable by mere comparison. There is also some blurring of the various Knights
of Kerry in local memory. Sir Peter is often credited with the establishment of the slate quarry on
Valentia during the Famine, when in reality it was his father, Sir Maurice, who opened the slate
quarry. Sir Peter did not assume his role as Knight of Kerry until his father’s death in 1849, when
the worst years of the Famine had already passed.
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In the 1880s, Ireland saw a drop in agricultural prices as well as the partial loss of the
potato crop, upon which most of the peasant class still depended. 234 On Valentia, this was
coupled with the closing of the slate quarry that had supported so many of the islanders during
the Famine. With hundreds of unemployed paupers on his land, the 20th Knight of Kerry, Sir
Maurice Fitzgerald, son of Sir Peter Fitzgerald, initiated a paid emigration scheme, much like
Lansdowne’s agent William Steuart Trench had done in Kenmare thirty years before. Trench had
faced a similar “problem” to Fitzgerald in the later years of the Famine. The Kenmare Union was
one of the poorest in Ireland, the workhouse was overwhelmed with applicants, and almost none
of his tenants could afford to emigrate. His solution was to pay the passage of anyone in the
workhouse who wanted to leave. The crowded and unsanitary conditions of the workhouse and
the scarcity of food, even in the workhouse, may have made this a tempting offer. However, the
conditions faced by the already starving and weakened passengers on the journey to America
were just as trying as those in the workhouse, if not more so. The passengers were poorly clothed
for the thirty-nine-day winter voyage across the North Atlantic and, as Trench provided only the
tickets for emigration and none of the typical food supplies, they had to survive on only a pound
of meal or flour and thirteen ounces of water per day.235 This initiative effectively cleared many
of the poorest cottiers from Trench’s lands as many tenants elected to surrender their lands to
meet workhouse entry requirements and thus qualify for emigration.236 Trench, Lansdowne, and
other land agents and landlords in Ireland such as Thomas Murray in King’s County237 (now
County Offaly) are sometimes referred to as “improving landlords.” However, these
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“improvements” are not often for the benefit of their tenants, as the moniker might suggest, but
usually refer to the removal, generally through eviction or emigration, of tenants deemed
undesirable to the middleman or landlord. This removal allowed for the consolidation of smaller
holdings into larger and more profitable farms.
Sir Maurice offered five pounds for every adult, approximately two pounds for
adolescents, and one pound for infants. The catch was this: in order to receive the free passage
and travel stipend, the entire family had to leave Valentia.238 This forced a family to forfeit their
lands completely and cut down on the remittances, typically a staple of a small island’s
economy, which would have been sent to Valentia had only one family member gone.239 It also
meant that the emigration was likely permanent. Those families who accepted would never
return home. Daphne Pochin Mould writes of families on Valentia and the mainland being
“selected for this assisted emigration.”240 It is unclear what the criteria for selection were or how
much autonomy families had over their own emigration.
The 1870s and 1880s on Valentia highlight the role of an individual on a small island’s
economy and society. While the 18th Knight of Kerry, Sir Maurice, did much to cultivate
industry and security for the islanders during the Famine years, the islanders found themselves
on a much different island under his son and grandson, Sir Peter, 19th Knight of Kerry, and Sir
Maurice, 20th Knight of Kerry, whose evictions and paid emigration initiative saw many of their
less desirable tenants exiled from their home. Even more interesting is that only one of these
three men is publicly commemorated as a hero and champion on the island.
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In the years preceding the Famine and during the Famine itself, Sir Maurice Fitzgerald
exercised his “colonial will” through the development of the slate quarry, petitioning for relief,
and his efforts in developing Valentia’s national and international connections through rail and
sea.241 In the latter part of the nineteenth century, this colonial will changed as colonial power
succeeded from father to son and from son to grandson. Industry and self-sustaining economy
gave way to evictions and forced emigration. Valentia, once a place of relative security, became
a place of uncertainty. Contrary to the Famine times, where the power of a single landlord was
intensified by the island’s separateness and boundedness in a way that positively benefited the
island’s economy and society, the “power of one” is heightened in a way that negatively affected
the island, turning it from a place of refuge to a place of exile.242 This case of power changing
hands and dramatically affecting islanders is mirrored in the case of Inishark and Inishbofin, both
islands in Country Galway. The islands were sold to the Allies family in 1876 and their
populations decreased under this ownership, both through famine and increased emigration.243
On June 2, 1883, the first of two ships, the Belgravia, left Valentia for New York. Later
that month a second ship, the Furnessia, departed from Valentia with even more islanders. One
indication of how many families left on those two ships is given by the attendance taken at the
national school on Valentia the day after the Furnessia had departed. Of the 220 children on the
roll, only 56 were present that day. The emigration seemed to cast a pall over the island. Sean
O’Shea, an islander from Coole East described it as such:
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One of the most touching scenes ever witnessed in the island; the bright morning
and the summer sun shining in the heavens; the birds singing in the hedges and
the cuckoo’s call echoing in their ears, as the sad procession wended its way
down to the emigrant ship—men, women and children, the very old and the very
young, filling the clear summer air with their wails and lamentations.244

Figure 6.1 List of items given to those selected for assisted emigration on Valentia (Source: The
Valentia Island Heritage Centre)
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Commemoration of the Knight of Kerry on Valentia
The local landmarks on Valentia that have a connection to the Famine are also closely
associated with the 19th Knight of Kerry, Sir Peter Fitzgerald. The Knight’s house at Glanleam,
which served as a soup kitchen to many islanders, still stands and is open to visitors, although it
is privately owned. On the Glanleam property stands a memorial cross placed there by the
islanders and dedicated to the Knight and his work on Valentia. The inscription reads:
This monument is raised to the loved and honoured memory of Sir Peter
Fitzgerald Bart Nineteenth Knight of Kerry. Born 15th Sept. 1808. Died 6th
August 1880. By the tenantry of his Kerry and Carlow estates to mark their
gratitude for his lifelong devotion to their welfare and their deep sorrow for his
loss.245

Figure 6.2 Memorial cross at Glanleam House and Gardens dedicated to Sir Peter Fitzgerald
(Source: PhotoLibra)
The choice of Valentia islanders to commemorate a landlord is an interesting one,
certainly not typical of landlord/tenant relationships. The absentee nature of many Irish landlords
in the nineteenth century would have likely made them outsiders in the community that they
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owned and governed. This begs the question: is/was the Knight of Kerry considered to be an
insider and a fellow islander by Valentia islanders, given the esteem in which he is held and the
proprietary nature with which the islanders speak of him? There are no concrete answers to this
question. Given the fact that the Fitzgerald family arrived in Ireland with the Normans in the
twelfth to fourteenth centuries, they were part of the group that came to be known as “more Irish
than the Irish.”246 They had also acquired their land on Valentia in the century before the Famine
and lived on the island from 1780 onwards, so they were, to a degree, an established family on
the island. The way in which the Fitzgeralds are remembered and spoken of implies some
inclusion as well. The “insider/outsider dynamic” is an interesting characteristic of islands, with
newcomers often “hav[ing] to learn and earn their islandness.”247 Once they do, much like the
Normans after assimilating into Irish society and culture, they often become more islander than
the islanders. Inclusion to island society can also be fostered by what Conkling calls “lifeboat
ethics,” that is, everyone collaborating for the sake of survival when faced with an outside
threat.248 Perhaps it was the Famine that galvanized such an inclusion of the Fitzgerald family. In
any case, the Famine and its memory have helped to create a very strong memory of the Knight
of Kerry.
Sir Peter Fitzgerald is the only Knight of Kerry to receive such a memorial, a memorial
that appears to give full credit to this one man for the well-being of the tenants of Valentia. His
father, Sir Maurice, is not mentioned, despite historical evidence that he petitioned for relief
during the Famine as well as advocated for the development of Valentia’s industries.249 Sir Peter,
one of the “improving landlords” of the nineteenth century, “rearranged land holdings and was
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responsible for evictions and transfers.”250 Nevertheless, he is credited with “devotion” and
concern for his tenants.251 Perhaps the memorial was erected to contrast Sir Peter with his son Sir
Maurice, who initiated the paid emigration scheme on Valentia, with the comparison once again
working in Sir Peter’s favour. Perhaps the title of “The Knight of Kerry” has blurred the various
generations and amalgamated their actions, with Sir Peter once again being the lucky recipient of
local favour. Whatever the reasons may be, this monument, when contrasted with the actual
history of the island, shows the power of local memory to exclude what does not suit a particular
narrative and to hold on tightly to that which does.
The memory alone of the Knight of Kerry on Valentia suggests that he was a benevolent
landlord who cared deeply for his tenants and who mitigated the destruction and devastation of
the Famine on the island. This is not wholly untrue of Sir Maurice Fitzgerald, 18th Knight of
Kerry. There is clear historical evidence that indicates that Sir Maurice recognized the threat
posed by the potato blight to the island and took action to alleviate starvation and suffering. He
also identified the dangers of leaving relief matters on Valentia to the authority of the
Cahersiveen Board of Guardians. His petitions for relief, creation of jobs at the slate quarry,
permissive fishing access, and dispensing of soup and meal from his home on the island all
indicate that he was, at last comparatively, a generous and caring landlord. The population
decline on the island during the Famine, on the other hand, suggests that he was less effective
than folk memory would have one believe. Adding to the complexity of the data are the Trinity
College lands on the island, which were in poor condition prior to the Famine and whose tenants
likely suffered greatly when the potato blight hit Ireland. There is thus no clear-cut way to
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categorize Valentia’s Famine experience; it is a combination of many complex and interacting
factors.
Equally interesting to the choice of subject for the memorial is the choice of location. The
monument is neither located in Knightstown, nor is it placed at the centre of the Glanleam
property. Instead, it is located at the edge of the grounds, across an open pasture. This represents
a common theme of local commemoration being placed in remote or peripheral locations. Emily
Mark-Fitzgerald writes:
The sitting of memorials at remote places of local significance, even at the
expense of wider appreciation and footfall, suggests a very different relationship
with Famine memory than is frequently found in the diaspora, with higher value
assigned in Ireland to spatial recovery and reactivation of community memories
associated with such sites, over public visibility of memorial activity or delivery
of civic “lessons” in Famine history…252
Local commemoration of the Famine seems to be a more private matter, something to be
kept between those in the community as opposed to being shared with outsiders or tourists. The
peripheral nature of Famine monuments and commemorations also speaks to the recognition of
the necessity of memory while not wanting to make Famine history a central focus or daily
reminder.
In addition to the Knight of Kerry Memorial, on the Glanleam House property rests a
different kind of commemorative stone. Not far from the main house, down a wooded path, rest
three small headstones belonging to the Knight of Kerry’s dogs, inscribed with their names and
dates of death. At first glance, particularly through a twenty-first-century lens, this seems an
innocent and loving way to remember a treasured family pet. However, when put into
perspective with the widespread death that was happening throughout Ireland and in the Knight’s
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vicinity, it shows the immense disparity between landlord and tenant. While mothers were
burying their children in unmarked, mass graves, a landlord’s dogs were carefully laid to rest,
their graves marked with proper headstones.

Figure 6.3 Dogs’ Graveyard at Glanleam Estate. The three headstones are each inscribed with
the names of the dogs and the dates of birth and death. (Source: Erin Rowan)
Legacy of the Workhouse in Cahersiveen
The workhouse in Cahersiveen remained open after the Famine had ended, primarily
housing the old, the infirm, and the sick from the town and its surrounding communities.253 The
Board of Guardians of the Cahersiveen Union met for the last time on February 8, 1922, and the
Cahersiveen Workhouse closed just ten days later on February 18, 1922. Peter Higginbotham
writes, “In the Free State, from 1922 onwards, basically what had been workhouses were closed
or turned into district hospitals, primarily, or various forms of residential homes for the
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elderly―or unmarried mothers in one or two cases.”254 The elderly and disabled were transferred
to the County Home in Killarney and the sick to the Cahersiveen Hospital.
Though now closed to local paupers, the workhouse did not remain empty for long,
accepting a very different kind of inmate. During the Irish Civil War from 1922 to 1923, fought
between those who supported the Anglo-Irish Treaty’s establishment of the Irish Free State and
those who sought a true Irish Republic, the workhouse was used as a prison by Pro-Treaty
forces.255 In March 1923 five local men were arrested by Free State soldiers while attending a
wake and were brought to the Cahersiveen Workhouse. They were court-martialled a few days
later but no sentence was passed. On the morning of March 12, 1923, the five were told that they
were being moved to Tralee. Instead, they were taken to a field just down the road from the
workhouse, were shot, and their bodies placed over a mine, which was then detonated. A
memorial cross now stands at the roadside, inscribed with the names of the five young men and
the blessing, “May they and those who killed them rest in peace. May God send peace and love
to our country.”256
Though this event is not directly related to the Famine, its memory and connection to the
workhouse has certain implications for how the workhouse is commemorated and remembered
today. The Irish Civil War, occurring less than one hundred years ago and which deeply divided
countrymen, friends, and even families, remains a delicate subject and one that is not often
discussed. One local resident said:
Still people don’t talk about [the Civil War] because there would still be people
living with very near relatives involved in it and, you know, it was the Irish
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against the Irish at that point. It’s still a little bit raw. Anything now that I would
like to know, I’m kind of afraid to ask, even yet, that we’re finished now.257
As the Civil War is still a taboo topic, not discussed at home or in school, the tragic event
of the murder of five young local men at the hands of Pro-Treaty soldiers has stained the
memory of the workhouse even more so than the Famine, a subject that is still too “raw” to be
openly spoken about.258 It is difficult to commemorate such a painful piece of history,
particularly when there is little or no desire to revisit it. That the workhouse stands in ruins,
disintegrating little by little with each passing year, speaks to the desire to let its history die with
it, simply through neglect. The simple cross that serves as the sole concrete reminder of the event
displays a surprising neutrality, neither condemning nor celebrating either side. Instead, it simply
asks for peace and love for both sides, praying for reconciliation and union within the country.
Memories of the Civil War, like the Famine, are not always easy to contend with, particularly on
a local level. Sometimes deliberate forgetting is necessary for the sake of community relations.
Local Famine history is still a sensitive subject in Cahersiveen. One resident, when told
of my research, immediately replied, “The Famine is best forgotten.”259 Others were more
willing to speak about the Famine but acknowledged the lack of emphasis on the local history
during their education:
We didn’t know what went on locally because I think people who were evicted,
who couldn’t pay their rent, people who died of hunger, those people didn’t want
to talk about that. I think they wanted to spare the next generation. I know my dad
was 86 when he died and do you know he had a very hard life, we knew. Do you
know he was always positive. He never spoke about the hard life. But I think
people also tell me that those who emigrated to America they made a good life
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and they didn’t want to remember really the hard times they had. So I think they
sort of closed off parts of it.260
Despite reluctance to speak of the “bad times,” the Famine remains inscribed in the
landscape. The road from the river to the workhouse is still known today as the “Pauper’s Road.”
Boats bringing people from Valentia Island and other nearby communities would land there,
leaving their passengers to walk several kilometres to the workhouse and seek admittance.261 The
workhouse and Shruth Gréine cemetery still stand, far enough away from the town to be on the
fringe of daily life and consciousness, outlying landmarks seen from a distance as one drives
past.
Emigration and Depopulation of Cahersiveen
Like Valentia, Cahersiveen experienced little emigration during the Famine. In the years
immediately following, however, the Iveragh peninsula saw some of the highest emigration rates
in the country, mostly because of tenant evictions.262 In recent years, Cahersiveen has felt the
financial crisis of 2008 keenly, witnessing unemployment and outmigration on a large scale. One
local resident compared the difficulties facing Cahersiveen with the Famine times:
It’s a sad story [the Famine] but I suppose, you know, we came so far from it.
Now we’re back again, not to famine times thankfully but all our young people
are going away because we’ve no jobs down here. We’re 2016 now and we’re
worse off than we were in even 2008. The bubble burst here as well and there was
a lot of construction going on. In Dublin, and in the bigger cities there was always
something to replace it. You had the technology coming in but the technology
isn’t helping us and that’s my question to the politicians when they were going
around recently and asking what did we want and I said, “What happened to the
fact that we thought we’d have cottage industries, you know, small hubs.” We
have the people, we have the skills, our young people are acquiring the skills in
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colleges and things and they would come back but they tell us they have to be
near the city and they have to be near the airports or they won’t come here.263
The depression caused by decline of industry and emigration that Valentia felt in the
1880s is now being experienced by Cahersiveen over a hundred years later. Many of the area’s
young people have left, seeking the opportunities and conveniences of big cities like Dublin.
Some are going even further, to the UK, Australia, and New Zealand, making it even less likely
that they will someday return home to South Kerry. 264 These present-day economic and social
concerns seem to outweigh the less pressing interests in preserving and commemorating local
history, and understandably so.
Conclusions
Famine history has left lasting marks on the landscape and the local memory of
Cahersiveen and Valentia Island, albeit in different ways. The Famine times on Valentia are
almost synonymous with praise for Sir Peter Fitzgerald, with most of the landmarks and
memorials following suit. This memory and commemoration is a selective one, reducing the
Famine and its key players to simple good and bad figures. In Cahersiveen, by contrast, Famine
memory is contained primarily in the landscape, where it is peripheral at best. It is also layered
with other memories, some still too raw to confront. This selectiveness of memory is heightened
by the steady and distinct depopulation of both Valentia and Cahersiveen throughout the past 150
years. Few people remain in the area to recount the stories of the past and those who left may
have a very different memory than those who were able to stay.
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Chapter Seven: National and International Consequences of the Famine and their
Meanings

The Great Famine has had a lasting impact on Ireland and internationally, through social
change, political movements, a lasting memory coupled with a reluctance to revisit the Famine
times too closely, and international sympathy for those suffering similar conditions. The native
language and traditional culture of the Irish people were profoundly impacted by both the widescale death and emigration of the Famine times, interrupting a long-standing oral tradition. It
influenced republicans both at home and abroad, with the republican cause significantly
bolstered by the now enormous Irish diaspora in America. It also caused and continues to cause
issues with regards to its commemoration, asking the question: How can the Famine be
commemorated with respect to its victims, while also moving forward peacefully? Finally, the
Famine has influenced the amount of overseas aid sent by Ireland, particularly to those who are
currently suffering from Famine. Though almost 175 years have passed since the first
devastating failure of the potato crop in Ireland, the history of those terrible years has left deep
scars in Ireland and its memory remains an important part of Irish identity.
Decline of the Irish Language
The Famine had an immediate and dramatic effect on the Irish language and its
prevalence. Most of those who died during the Famine were native Irish speakers, were illiterate,
or both.265 Indeed, the Great Famine is often called “The Great Silence,” as it effectively
accelerated the Anglicisation of Ireland, a policy which was well underway before the Famine
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began.266 Figure 7.1 shows the decline of the Irish language according to the 1851 census. The
majority of Irish speakers are located in the western provinces of Connacht and Munster, where
Famine conditions were the worst. As pre-Famine Anglicisation pushed Irish speakers west, to
the periphery of both the island’s geography and society, it placed them in the areas most
dependent upon the potato crop and therefore least equipped to weather the potato blight.

Figure 7.1 The decline of the Irish language at county scale, 1800-2000 (Source:
www.pinterest.com/british-isles-maps/)
The Famine’s impact on the Irish language is two-fold. Not only did it result in a
drastically reduced number of Irish speakers both in Ireland and abroad, it in turn limited the
history of the Famine that was later collected and written down. Cathal Póirtéir writes:
While there is a vast amount of written evidence, little or none of it comes from
the perspective of the ordinary people. The communities who suffered worst
during the Famine were, by and large, not those which had the opportunity of
leaving a written testament of what happened to their district and their people.
Most of those who died were from Irish-speaking communities. Equally in
English-language communities, many of those who disappeared were illiterate.
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We rarely have their own words, in either language, to describe their experience
of famine.267
This loss represents a significant gap in Famine folklore and history, particularly at a
local level. As the Irish Folklore Commission has shown through its 1,735 volumes of material,
1,100 of those from the Schools’ Collection in 1937-1938, folklore in Ireland is often orally
transmitted and rooted in family and community. The Famine’s blow to the native language of
Ireland weakened this chain of communication, leaving many stories untold and lost to the
passing of time.
The loss of diversity through migration is a common theme shared by islands, so much so
that migration is almost a rite of passage for islanders.268 The grand scale of emigration from
Ireland, both during the Famine and in the years following, left the island vulnerable to the loss
of its native language, along with the thousands of native speakers who died during the Famine
and the British government’s efforts at quelling the Irish language. Each of these factors, heavily
impressed upon a single generation, did much to damage the prevalence of Irish in Ireland.
Influence on Republican Movements
As Ireland began to recover and rebuild from the devastation wreaked upon it by the
Famine, republican movements once again started to gain momentum, this time both at home and
abroad. The Irish Republican Brotherhood, a secret society with the goal of establishing an Irish
Republic, emerged in Ireland in the 1850s. It was bolstered by the formation of the Fenian
Brotherhood in America, where many Irish immigrants had emigrated during the Famine years
and who now saw the opportunity to advance their political goals without fear of British
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persecution.269 The Fenians and, overall, the Irish diaspora in America were characterized by a
distinct sense of exile: their leaving had been more out of necessity than a voluntary decision.
Kevin O’Neill writes, “… the Famine provides Irish Americans with a ‘charter myth’ — a
creation story that both explains our presence in the new land and connects us to the old via a
powerful sense of grievance.”270 This bitter memory of the Famine in Ireland and America fueled
future rebellions in Ireland, such as the 1916 Easter Rising in Dublin.271 “I’d say it stirred a lot of
the revolutionaries in 1916, they were thinking back to the Famine. Let’s get the Brits out, kind
of thing. It was a factor,” said one Cahersiveen local.272 Another said, “When people feel
deprived, they feel an injustice, they’re prepared to fight against it. So definitely the Famine had
an effect on future uprisings and it would have been a stimulation and cause for risings…”273
This collective memory of exile and injustice provided both the fuel and the rationalization for
an independent Irish state, which Irish republicans continued to fight for until it was finally
declared in 1949.274
Silencing and Commemorating the Famine
The enormous death toll of the Famine has meant not only the loss of life on an
incredible scale, but also a loss of information of what life was like in Ireland at the time.
Crowley, Smyth, and Murphy write:
The voices of the million men, women and children who died of hunger and
disease in cabins, by roadsides, in bogs and ditches, in workhouses and fever
hospitals are absent. If each of these people could write the stories of their
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experiences and feelings, we could not bear to read these accounts. And it is
almost certain that their narratives of the Great Famine would clash with ours.
The first great silence relates to the Famine dead.275
These accounts are lost forever and, without them, our understanding of the Famine will
always be incomplete. We will never truly know the horrors that were faced by the people of
Ireland during those years. Perhaps we are not meant to.
The traumatic nature of the Famine has also compromised the memories and folklore of
the time, helping to shape what is and what is not talked about. This has affected Famine
memory and commemoration on both a local and national level; Famine memories have been, to
a degree, suppressed because of the pain of the Famine years as well as because of the guilt that
survivors of the Famine may have felt.276 “There is no doubt that both shame and guilt were
important determinants in many silences.”277 The survival of one person may well have come at
the cost of another’s. Fintan O’Toole writes, “The rage and grief fall between the cracks of a
language which, stretched beyond breaking point, is unable to contain them.”278 When words,
either Irish or English, fail to communicate the immense suffering and sorrow of the Famine in a
way that is helpful or healing, moving forward in silence is perhaps the healthiest option to
personal, communal, and national psyches. This is articulated on an island, or an island off an
island, where geographical and social compression force intimate and intricate relationships
between the islanders. Instead of harbouring resentments or sorrows for neighbours and members
of the community, it becomes much more beneficial to the island’s functioning to set grievances
aside and focus on the present. In the absence of words to express the Famine, some have used
music to convey the pain, suffering, and loss of the period. Marian Ingoldsby’s instrumental
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piece “Remembering, Not Forgetting” transcends the wide and difficult gap between total silence
towards the Famine and putting the experiences of those years into words.279 Music allows for
individual interpretation and confrontation of the Famine, perhaps rendering it easier and safer to
confront.
Just as the Famine has been somewhat silenced or its commemorations framed in a
specific way to facilitate relationships within Ireland, so too has it been suppressed so as not to
harm fledgling Anglo-Irish relations. Ó Ciosáin writes, “… it is often asserted that the Famine
has been ‘played down’ by the Republic in recent decades in order not to disturb these relations,
and particularly the issue of state culpability has been avoided or mishandled.”280 This idea of
reconciliation and of remembering while moving forward with forgiveness has been a theme in
other commemorations in Ireland, most recently the centenary of the 1916 Easter Rising in
Dublin. President Michael Higgins’ speech entitled “1916 and the Ethics of Memory” advocated
for forgiveness “…as a true release from the past…” enabling Ireland to “…move forward to a
new chapter unburdened by any bitter memory of that past…”281 This notion of setting
differences aside and living in harmony, given the very recently resolved conflict in Northern
Ireland, and, indeed, the relatively recent resolution of Ireland’s independence from Britain,
makes this message a practical one. The history and memories of Ireland’s struggle against
colonial rule could potentially be dangerous to its present security.
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In contrast to this idea of deliberate forgetting, a 2013 speech made by President Higgins
at the National Famine Museum in Strokestown stressed the importance of confronting the
memories of the Famine, both for Ireland and for the rest of the world:
It is vital that we remember this period in our history and that we reflect on the
effects of the Famine on the long-term development of Irish society. Indeed, more
generally, it is crucial that we value history as a resource and a discipline that
allows us to better understand our shared human journey. To have no knowledge
of the past is to be permanently burdened with a lack of perspective, empathy and
wisdom. Knowledge of history is intrinsic to citizenship. It allows us to explore
myths and challenge inaccuracies, as well as to expose deliberate amnesia or
invented versions of the past. It helps us to understand the complexity of life; to
recognise that we do not live in a binary world of black and white, right and
wrong. It teaches us to appreciate the power of cultural identity; to respect
diversity of opinion; and of the need to support assertions of view and
interpretations with supporting evidence.282
The importance of memory and of historical knowledge described by President Higgins
are reflected clearly in the generosity of the Irish public and state towards those suffering from
famine and marginalization, which will be discussed further in the latter part of this chapter.
Although there may be some reluctance to confront the memories and history of the Famine
within a local context, these memories and history have greatly influenced Ireland’s participation
in charity and compassion on an international level.
President Higgins spoke about the Famine at Kilrush the same year, again stressing the
importance of memory:
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Many of our Irish people died believing that their lives were of no value; that they
counted for nothing. By our presence here today, we honour their lives, we
remember their suffering and we grieve for them all.283
Commemoration of the Famine is a way to pay respect to those who suffered and died
and memory is a tool that guards against the repetition of past mistakes. Elie Wiesel wrote, “To
forget would not only be dangerous but offensive; to forget the dead would be akin to killing
them a second time.”284 Higgins and Wiesel paint memory as a duty, no matter how painful it
may be to those who are tasked with remembering.
Commemoration of the Famine in Ireland is relatively new, with the centenary of the
Famine in 1945 going largely ignored. The newness of the Irish Republic as well as the broader
international context of this time may explain this. It also may have been, even one hundred
years later, still too soon to be looking closely at the Famine. The sesquicentenary in 1995 was
more largely recognized.
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Figure 7.2 Map of Famine Commemorations in 1997 (Source: Atlas of the Great Irish Famine)
The National Famine Memorial at Murrisk, Co. Mayo (Figure 7.3), was commissioned by
the state. Sitting at the base of Cruach Phádraig, a mountain and pilgrimage site, the memorial
depicts a ghostly coffin ship, with emaciated figures woven around the ship and its masts. The
central idea behind the sculpture is that “the true witnesses to the horrors and suffering of the
Famine are those who perished.”285
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Figure 7.3 National Famine Memorial in Murrisk, Co. Mayo (Source: Erin Rowan)
Apologies and Assigning Blame
Intertwined with the delicate task of commemorating the Famine is the issue of whether
or not a British apology is necessary and helpful to reconciliation. In 1997, British Prime
Minister Tony Blair came closer than any of his predecessors to acknowledging Britain’s role in
the Famine. Though not an actual apology, his letter conceded guilt on behalf of the British
government:
Those who governed in London at that time failed their people through standing
by while a crop failure turned into a massive human tragedy. That one million
people died in what was then part of the richest and most powerful nation in the
world is something that still causes pain as we reflect on it today.286
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Blair also recognized the tremendous impact that Irish immigrants, many of whom left
Ireland because of the Famine or because of oppression under British rule, have made in England
and throughout the world:
It is also right that we should pay tribute to ways in which the Irish people have
triumphed in the face of this catastrophe. Britain in particular has beneﬁted
immeasurably from the skills and talents of Irish people, not only in areas such as
music, the arts and the caring professions but across the whole spectrum of our
political, economic and social life. Let us therefore today not only remember
those who died but also celebrate the resilience and courage of those men and
women who were able to forge another life outside Ireland, and the rich culture
and vitality they brought with them. Britain, the U.S. and many Commonwealth
countries are richer for their presence.287
Blair’s letter received praise and commendation by the Irish government and media
throughout the Republic, with the government stating, “While the statement confronts the past
honestly, it does so in a way that heals for the future.”288 Others, particularly in Northern Ireland,
were quick to criticize. John Taylor, deputy leader of the Ulster Unionist Party said:
I don’t think anyone should apologize for matters which did not happen in their
lifetime and for which they are not responsible. I suppose it’s a nice gesture by the
Prime Minister, but he will find it will not satisfy, and there will be yet more
demands. The Irish mentality is one of victimhood—and to ask for one apology
one week and another on a different subject the next.289
The great contrast of responses to Blair’s statement highlights the complexity of Famine
memory and commemoration in Ireland, locally and nationally, even 150 years after the fact. As
Sarah Lyall writes, “[it] is a debate that seems almost as fresh as if the famine took place in the
1940’s instead of the 1840’s.”290 It also shows the way in which Famine memory is layered in
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the history and memory of conflict on the divided island of Ireland, particularly linked to the
very newly resolved conflict in Northern Ireland. That a symbolic apology should spark such
controversy speaks to the deep scars left by the Famine and by British involvement in Ireland.
This is reflected in Cahersiveen and Valentia where the Famine is not often openly spoken about
and whose landscape and monuments reflect the peripheral nature of this memory.
Impact on Charitable Giving
The Famine’s memory has had considerable influence on charitable giving in Ireland,
particularly with concern to other famines. These contributions have been largely through nongovernmental organizations where Irish people have given millions of pounds to aid those in
Ethiopia in the 1970s, Rwanda and Somalia in the 1990s, among many others worldwide. In
2010, Ireland ranked number three in the world according to the World Giving Index, behind the
former British colonies of Australia and New Zealand.291 This is due, in part, to the longstanding tradition of overseas missions and missionaries from Ireland. Charity and generosity are
ingrained in the Irish people’s culture and psyche, anyone who has ever visited Ireland can tell
you as much. The specific support and sympathy for international Famine victims, however,
seems to also be very closely linked to Ireland’s own tragic Famine history. Charitable donations
to contemporary Famine sufferers are a way to repay the generosity of groups like the Quaker
Society of Friends, the Catholic Church, and the Choctaw Nations.292
Ireland’s substantial international aid is a reverse of Bertram and Watters MIRAB
(MIgration, Remittances, Aid, and Bureaucracy) model of island economy, whereby aid is a
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staple of the economies of small islands. Islands receive significantly more aid than non-islands,
roughly nine times more, despite often having a higher GDP.293 Granted, Ireland is neither a
small nor developing island state but, nevertheless, it has flipped the typical view of islands as
places of dependence and need and has become one of intense generosity, through its own
colonial experience.
Conclusions
The consequences of the Great Famine are far-reaching, affecting not just the island of
Ireland but many countries throughout the world. The Irish diaspora contributed greatly to the
political, social, economic, and cultural development of North America while also maintaining
strong links to home. The memory of the Famine is strong, though it is often not overtly
expressed, and tends towards generality in efforts to minimize conflict within communities. The
Famine, like many chapters in Irish history, has proved difficult to commemorate, with many
trying to strike a delicate balance between respect for its victims, acknowledgement of the
circumstances that exacerbated the failure of the potato crop, and moving forward without being
weighted by the pain of those years. Perhaps the best way in which Ireland has achieved this is
through its immense charity to others in the world who suffer from Famine and persecution. As
Ireland approaches some very significant centenaries, including the War of Independence and the
Civil War, these issues surrounding commemoration will remain close at hand.
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Conclusion
The Famine has left lasting impressions on both the consciousness and the landscape of
the country. This memory is particularly evident at a local level, where the names of those
involved are still remembered and discussed, and the landscape is part of everyday life.
Islandness is an equally important aspect of Ireland’s Famine history and especially Valentia’s
Famine story. As the number of islands in this Irish and Atlantic archipelago decrease in
geographical size, the island effect becomes that much more evident and measurable.
Memory
Local differences in relief committees and policies have made Famine memory a highly
individual and variable concept. In the case of Cahersiveen and Valentia, the power of one is
highlighted, showing the ability of a single person to effect change on an area over which they
have control. On Valentia, the Knight of Kerry, specifically the 19th Knight of Kerry, Sir Peter
Fitzgerald, has been remembered and commemorated as a champion of his tenants and his
islanders. By contrast, there is no single figure that has been recalled or celebrated with such
fondness in Cahersiveen. Those in charge of relief and of the workhouse in the area are rarely
included in the local memory, perhaps because of the desire to avoid conflict among the
descendants of those involved.
Over time, local memory in both locations has become both layered and blurred. In
Cahersiveen, the workhouse is not only associated with the Famine but with the Irish Civil War.
These layers of different historical periods add complexity to local memory and it becomes
difficult to separate them. On Valentia, the memory of the Knight of Kerry and his work during
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the Famine has been attributed to a single figure: Sir Peter Fitzgerald, 19th Knight of Kerry.
Although his father, Sir Maurice, 18th Knight of Kerry, was in charge during the first and worst
years of the Famine until his death in 1849, his efforts have largely been ascribed to his son
Peter, who is commemorated on the island as a champion of his tenantry.
Islandness
The island effect and the relationships between and among islands in an archipelago are
evident in Ireland’s and Valentia’s Famine history. Islands, because of their defined borders, are
easily envisioned as property and thus many islands, including Ireland, have a colonial past.
Ireland’s position as a British colony meant that its land was unequally distributed amongst its
inhabitants, confining the majority of the population to the least arable and smallest portions of
land in the country. Colonial attitudes were at work when the potato blight first arrived in 1845,
creating a severe bias in the response of the British government, who did little to alleviate the
suffering in Ireland. On Valentia, this colonialism is heightened, with one individual primarily in
charge of the entire island. However, the result of this colonialism is very different from that in
Ireland. Valentia’s separateness allowed this local champion to make full use of its desirable port
location and slate reserves, giving him the freedom and autonomy to exercise his colonial will to
the island’s benefit.
Both Ireland’s and Valentia’s island status find them members of archipelagos and
“stepping stones of dominion.”294 The most powerful island in the British/Atlantic archipelago,
the island of Britain, exercised authority and dominance over the next island in the chain,
Ireland. Valentia, theoretically further down the hierarchy, might have been subject to the same
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governance by Poor Law officials in Ireland, had it not been for Sir Maurice, 19th Knight of
Kerry, who recognized the dangers of his islanders being left to the devices of those on the
mainland. Once again, because his own dominion was separate and easily definable thanks to its
sea borders, Sir Maurice had both the freedom and control to take matters on Valentia into his
own hands.
Future Directions for Research
Valentia Island has a rich and fascinating island history, showcasing its resilience,
autonomy, and strategic use of location. Valentia does not have a typical marginalized and
peripheral small island experience and therefore provides an interesting case study for island
studies. There are many periods of the island’s history that bear further research. The island is
the site of the first transatlantic telegraph cable which runs from Valentia to Newfoundland. The
telegraph cable was established during the time of Sir Peter Fitzgerald, 19th Knight of Kerry,
adding a layer of memory to the Knight’s legacy. It also played a pivotal role during the 1916
Rising when it was used to send word of the Rising to America in hopes of gaining support from
the diaspora abroad. The slate quarry, and its development and legacy, is another fertile area for
further study, showcasing the resourcefulness of islands and islanders. Valentia has also made
use of its strategic location by building a weather station and observatory, both established
during the time of Sir Peter Fitzgerald, which contributes to the BBC Shipping Forecast and Met
Éireann. Cahersiveen and the Iveragh Peninsula provide interesting examples for future study of
Irish history, particularly the workhouse’s connection to the Irish Civil War.
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Final Remarks
Cahersiveen and Valentia’s Famine histories and landscapes provide much insight into
the effects of islandness both on large and small islands and the local memory of the Famine that
persists, albeit peripherally. Valentia Island in particular showcases the influence of a single
individual on a small island space and the resourcefulness that is characteristic of islanders.295
The contrast of Famine experience and landscape between the two places shows Famine memory
to be highly localized and subjective with islandness playing a supporting role. This memory
continues to be shaped as events are commemorated and recommemorated and new layers of
memory are added to existing ones.
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Appendix A
The Knight of Kerry (Fitzgerald) Dynasty
Sir Maurice Buidhe fitz John, 1st Knight of Kerry
Sir Richard fitz Maurice, 2nd Knight of Kerry
Sir Maurice fitz Richard, 3rd Knight of Kerry
Sir Edmond fitz Maurice, 4th Knight of Kerry
Sir Nicholas fitz Maurice, 5th Knight of Kerry
Sir John Caoch fitz Nicholas, 6th Knight of Kerry
Sir Maurice fitz John, 7th Knight of Kerry
Sir John fitz Maurice, 8th Knight of Kerry
Sir William fitz John, 9th Knight of Kerry
Sir John FitzGerald, 10th Knight of Kerry
Sir William FitzGerald, 11th Knight of Kerry
Sir John Fitzgerald, 12th Knight of Kerry
Sir John FitzGerald, 13th Knight of Kerry
Sir Maurice FitzGerald, 14th Knight of Kerry
Sir John FitzGerald, 15th Knight of Kerry (1706-1741)
Sir Maurice FitzGerald, 16th Knight of Kerry (1734-1779)
Sir Robert FitzGerald, 17th Knight of Kerry (1717-1781)*
Sir Maurice FitzGerald, 18th Knight of Kerry (1772-1849)*
Sir Peter FitzGerald, 1st Baronet of Valentia, 19th Knight of Kerry (1808-1880)*
Sir Maurice FitzGerald, 2nd Baronet of Valentia, 20th Knight of Kerry (1844-1916)*
Sir John Peter Gerald Maurice FitzGerald, 3rd Baronet of Valentia, 21st Knight of Kerry (18841957)*
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Sir Arthur Henry Brinsley FitzGerald, 4th Baronet of Valentia, 22nd Knight of Kerry (18851967)*
Sir George Peter Maurice FitzGerald, 5th Baronet of Valentia, 23rd Knight of Kerry (1917-2001)*
Sir Adrian James Andrew Denis FitzGerald, 6th Baronet of Valentia, 24th Knight of Kerry (b.
1940)*
* denotes Knights directly associated with Valentia Island
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Appendix B
The Choctaw-Ireland Connection

The generosity of the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma to Ireland during the Great Famine is still
remembered and celebrated today. The two places share a lasting connection and mutual
understanding of both shared suffering and shared values. Rachel Robison, a member of the
Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma, visited the Kindred Spirits memorial in Midleton, Co. Cork in
2016. She writes:
We rise by up lifting each other.
Faith, Family, and Culture.
Faith in that the light will always prevail over the dark; Family in that we
are one people, one world, and we take care of one another; and Culture so
that the spirit of generosity, compassion, love, and resilience of our people
will continue to live throughout the lives of our children, grandchildren,
and beyond.
Yakoke (Thank you).

Source: https://www.irishcentral.com/travel/choctaw-nation-irelands-great-famine-1916centenary-collide-cork
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Appendix C
Valentia Island and the 1916 Rising

Valentia Island played an important role in the 1916 Rising, by way of two brothers and
the Valentia Island Cable Station. Tim and Eugene Ring, whose granddaughter and greatgranddaughter I had the pleasure of meeting in Ireland in 2016, worked as telegraphers at the
cable station. It was Padraig Pearse’s belief that for the Easter Rising to be successful, he and the
other organizers of the Rising would have to access the massive and potent Irish diaspora in
America. Tim and Eugene were charged with the difficult and dangerous task of sending word of
the Rising to John Devoy, leader of Clan Na Gael in America. The cable station on Valentia was
“the most closely guarded communications centre of the British Empire during the First World
War, as the station was the terminus for Europe before and at the outbreak of the war.”
On Easter Monday, the Ring brothers received word from Dublin that the Rising had
begun. They sent a coded message to Devoy: “Mother operated on successfully today in Dublin.
Signed Kathleen.” The message was received by Devoy but was also picked up by British
intelligence, who traced the message to Valentia. The two brothers were arrested and imprisoned,
Tim in Frognoch Camp in Wales and Eugene at the Cahersiveen barracks. After his release,
Eugene went on to fight in the War of Independence and for the Republican side in the Civil
War.
Source: Valentia Island Heritage Centre; https://1916.rte.ie/relevant-places/they-were-told-theywould-have-to-advance-at-all-costs/; https://www.independent.ie/regionals/kerryman/news/ringbrothers-key-role-in-the-easter-rising-30941121.html
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Appendix D
Interview Questions

General Information, Background Questions

1. Tell me about yourself (e.g. your background, where you live, childhood, occupation, education,
family, interests, hobbies, etc.)
2. How would you describe yourself?
Questions about the Great Famine

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What do you know about the Great Famine?
What do you know about the Great Famine in County Kerry?
How do you remember learning about the Great Famine?
How is the history of the Famine taught in schools?
Have you taught others (e.g. younger family members) about the Famine? If so, how? If not, why
not?
8. Do you have any family stories/memories of the Famine that you would like to share?
9. How do you think County Kerry remembers the Famine?
10. How does what you know about the Famine compare with what you were taught about the
Famine?
Questions about Irish and island identity

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do you think of yourself as Irish? Why/why not?
Do you think of yourself as an islander? Why/why not?
What does it mean to you to be Irish?
What does it mean to you to be an islander?
What does islandness mean to you?

Questions linking Famine memory and Irish/island identity

1. Is the Great Famine important to your identity? Why/why not?
2. Is the Great Famine important to Irish identity? Why/why not?
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3. Do you think there is a link between the events of the Great Famine and islandness? Why/why
not?
4. How do you see the past remembered in the present in Kerry/Ireland?
5. How do you see the past forgotten in present Kerry/Ireland?
Additional Questions

1. Are there any other historical events/periods that you think are important to County Kerry? To
Ireland?
2. Do you have any personal memories of historical events that you would like to share?
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Appendix E
Consent Form
Isle of Hunger, Isle of Pain:
Islandness, Memory, and Landscape of the Great Famine in Cahersiveen and Valentia Island, Co. Kerry,
Ireland

Principal Investigator:

Erin Rowan, B.Sc.
MAIS Candidate
University of Prince Edward Island
Charlottetown, PE
Canada
erowan@upei.ca

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a research study about the effects of historical memory
on Irish and island identity. Should you wish to withdraw from the study at any time, you are free to do so
without penalty.

Study Description and Design

This study aims to investigate the link between historical memory of the Great Famine in County
Kerry and current Irish and island identity in that same county, as well as how these memories of this
period in history are transmitted and preserved from generation to generation. To do this, approximately
fifteen semi-structured interviews are being conducted with participants born and raised in County Kerry,
Ireland and who have been educated in the Irish primary and secondary school systems. Participants must
be 19 years of age or older to participate. These interviews will consist of various questions about the
participants’ knowledge and understanding of the Great Famine in County Kerry, where this knowledge
has been cultivated, as well as about their personal reflections about what it means to them to be Irish
and/or an islander. Participants will also be welcome to contribute any personal memories of additional
historical events that they may have. The interview will last approximately one hour, with the consent
process lasting approximately fifteen minutes, for a total of 75 minutes. The research will take place at a
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mutually agreed upon location. Participants are also invited to bring along any memorabilia that they feel
might contribute to the research study.

Anonymity & Confidentiality

Every effort will be made to ensure that the anonymity and confidentiality of each participant
remains intact. After the initial collection of data, all personal and identifying information will be stripped
from the data to ensure anonymity. Each participant will be assigned an identifying number and/or
pseudonym to guarantee that data remains intact but anonymous. Any identifying information (e.g. place
names, dates, times, etc.) will also be removed and/or assigned a pseudonym to protect participant
anonymity. All electronic data will be stored on an encrypted external hard drive and any paper materials
will be kept in the locked office of my thesis supervisor, Dr. Laurie Brinklow of the University of Prince
Edward Island. Please note that all data will be kept confidential within the limits of the law.

Researcher Conflict of Interest

This study is intended as the basis for my Master of Arts in Island Studies degree at the
University of Prince Edward Island, Charlottetown, PE, Canada.

Transcript Review and Study Results

Once an interview has been transcribed, the transcript of that interview will be sent to the
participant via email for revision. Participants are encouraged to make any amendments or withdrawals to
their interview transcripts at this time, with no penalty.

Would you like to receive a copy of your interview transcript? ☐Yes

☐No

If so, please provide your email address: ____________________________

If you would prefer to receive a paper copy of your transcript, please provide your mailing
address:
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_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Once the first draft of the study results is complete, either an executive summary of the results or
the entire draft itself will be emailed to participants for revision. Participants are encouraged to make any
amendments or withdrawals at this time, with no penalty.

Would you like to receive a copy of the study results? ☐Yes

☐No

If so, please provide your email address and please select which version of the results you would
like to receive:

Email: _________________________________________
☐Executive summary
☐Full version

If you would prefer to receive a paper copy of the study results, please provide your mailing
address:

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Once the final draft of the study results is complete, either an executive summary of the results or
the entire draft itself will be emailed to participants for revision. Participants are encouraged to make any
amendments or withdrawals at this time, with no penalty.

Would you like to receive a copy of the study results? ☐Yes

☐No

If so, please provide your email address and please select which version of the results you would
like to receive:
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Email: _________________________________________
☐Executive summary
☐Full version

If you would prefer to receive a paper copy of the study results, please provide your mailing
address:

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Audio Recording

With your permission, the interview will be audio-recorded using a digital tape recorder. This is
to ensure a more natural and fluid conversation between the participant and the principal investigator as
well as the more complete collection of data. If you do not wish to have the interview recorded, note
taking will be substituted for the tape recorder with no penalty to the participant.

Do you give your permission for the interview to be audio-recorded?
☐Yes
☐No

Use of Quotations
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With your permission, direct quotations from your interview may be used in the publication of the
study results. Please note that though direct quotations may be used, anonymity and confidentiality will
be maintained through the use of pseudonyms. No identifying information will be attached to any direct
quotes.

Do you give your permission to use direct quotes from the interview transcript?
☐Yes
☐No
Follow-Up Interview

After the initial interview is complete, you may be contacted for a follow-up interview to discuss
the transcript of your initial interview further. Participation in a follow-up interview is voluntary and
declining to participate or withdraw at any time carries no penalty. The follow-up interview will last
approximately 30 minutes.
Do you give your permission to be contacted for a follow-up interview?
☐Yes
☐No
If so, please provide an email address at which you can be reached:

Email: _____________________________

If you wish to request a follow-up interview, you are encouraged to do so. Please contact the
principal investigator, Erin Rowan, at erowan@upei.ca to arrange for a follow-up interview.

Signature of Informed Consent

I, the undersigned, have read and understand the material in the information letter and I have been
given sufficient time to read the consent form, ask any questions, and receive any clarifications.
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__________________________________

______________________________

(Signature)

(Date)

I understand that I can contact the UPEI Research Ethics Board at (902) 620-5104, or by email at
reb@upei.ca if I have any concerns about the ethical conduct of this study.

I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary and I have the freedom to withdraw at any
time with no penalty.

No waiver of my rights is being sought.

I understand that I can keep a copy of the signed and dated consent form.

I understand that the information collected will be kept confidential within the limits of the law.

I have the freedom to withdraw from the study at any time and/or not answer any question.

_______________________________________
(Print name)

_______________________________________ ______________________________
(Signature)

(Date)

